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ABSTRACT

Purpose
The primary purpose of this study was to secure infor
mation to be used as a guide in formulating course content
for adult education programs in agricultural mechanization
in Louisiana.

Data relative to the purpose were determined

by a rating of importance of certain mechanical skills and
abilities considered necessary for a farming operation.
Therefore, certain skills and abilities in agricultural
mechanization were ranked according to importance as per
ceived by four farming groups:

crop farmers, dairy farmers,

livestock farmers, and diversified farmers.

Procedure
The descriptive survey method utilizing the question
naire technique was used in this study.

Questionnaires

consisting of six Major Divisions with 62 skills and abili
ties were mailed to 75 vocational agricultural teachers in 55
of the 64 Parishes in Louisiana.

The questionnaires were

distributed to a total of 300 farmers in the 55 Parish area.
xii

The instrument was first submitted to a jury for a
critical review of the items and activities.
members responded.

All jury

The instrument was further validated

by pretesting on 12 Louisiana farmers.
An evaluation was obtained for each skill from each
participating group by calculating the means fiom the
responses to the skills and abilities listed under each
Major Division.

The analysis of variance procedure was

used as a test for significant differences among these
groups.

Where significant differences were noted, the

responses of the crop farmers were compared with those of
the other three groups.

Responses of the dairy farmers

were compared with those of the remaining two groups, crop
farmers excluded, to see if they held different concepts
from the livestock and diversified farmers.

A third test

compared the average responses of the livestock farmers
with the diversified group.
The coefficient of correlation statistical method was
also used to analyze data.

The four variables used when

this statistical method was utilized were education, age,
experience, and size of farm of the respondents.

The

association of each variable with each skill was presented.
xiii

Findings
The average age of respondents was 44 years with a
range from 19 through 66.
The mean number of years of formal education completed
by the respondents was 11.5 years and ranged from three to
more than 17 years.
The average number of years in farming was 20.7.
The average size farm in this study was 476.7 acres
with a range from below 50 to over 2,000 acres.
Diversified farmers accounted for 44.20 per cent of
the respondents.

Crop farmers were 22.65 per cent of the

participants, while dairy farmers comprised 17.68 per cent
of the sample and livestock farmers 15.47 per cent.
Significant differences were found to exist among the
responses to 15 of the 62 activities selected for this study.
Three comparisons were made of these skills to determine
the source or sources of the differences.

Upon comparison

it was found that crop farmers differed with the other three
groups on 12 items, while the dairy farmers differed with
the remaining two groups on one activity.

The livestock and

diversified farmers were at odds on four of the 15 activities.

x iv

Educational level of the respondent was significantly
associated with importance assigned to 15 of the 62 skills
correlated.
Age of the farmer was associated with importance
assigned to seven skills.
Participant's farm size was associated with the level
of importance assigned to 13 of the 62 skills and abilities
in question.
Years in farming of respondent was associated with
level of importance assigned to skills in 13 per cent of
the instances.

xv

CHAPTER I

Introduction
Adult fanner education has always been an important
part of vocational agriculture.
J. T. Starling,

However, according to

(56j27) supervisor of agricultural education,

Ohio Department of Education, data from the U. S. Office of
Education indicate that enrollment in adult and young
farmer programs has decreased from 359,000 in 1963-64 to
288,000 in 1968-69.

He continued by saying that this reduc

tion in enrollment is taking place at a time when adults
need and want organized instruction more them ever before.
It is happening in spite of the fact that state supervisors
and teacher educators continue to stress the importance of
young and adult farmer education.
Adult education has been in operation in this
country since the day that the colonists arrived in Jamestown
in 1607.

To survive these people had to learn about their

new surroundings and its requirements.
While adult education during the Colonial period was
basically unorganized, it was primarily vocational and the
needs of certain institutional form were planted at this time.
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Present national culture with its complexities
demands adult education.

Technological changes are so rapid

that it is impossible for society to wait for the training
of future generations of skilled technicians.

It is the

responsibility of vocational education to conduct programs
of training and retraining of adults presently on the job.
As adults, individuals can no longer depend upon
experiences of daily life as their primary sources of learn
ing.

Neither can one depend solely on elementary and

secondary education because new knowledge, skills, and
understandings are developing so rapidly that the training
of youth is often outdated soon after they graduate from
school.
Technology in agriculture makes it necessary for
adults to stay abreast of constant changes in mechanization.
As machinery and technology become more complex the problem
of displaced individuals will increase, forcing farmers off
the farm.

Agricultural mechanics has always been an inte

gral part of vocational agriculture.

Needless to say, the

mechanization of farming has placed additional emphasis on
this phase of the program in adult education for farmers.
In the early years of vocational agriculture,
mechanics in adult education was designed to teach the farmer
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how to perform the common repair and construction jobs which
occur on the farm.

Today, agricultural mechanics has evolved

to include several major areas of study including:

Agricul

tural Construction and Maintenance; Agricultural Power and
Machinery; Soil and Water Management; Agricultural Struc
tures and Environment; Electricity; and Materials and Food,
Processing and Handling.
Today farming is very complex in nature.

The teacher

of agriculture is in a position to give counsel and guidance,
acquire resource personnel and provide basic instruction in
most areas of mechanization for practicing farmers.
How can teachers of vocational agriculture provide
a more effective program of adult education in the farm
mechanization phase of vocational agriculture?

This study

should provide insight into the problem areas experienced
by farmers in agricultural mechanics on the farm, and assist
teachers and all concerned individuals in planning these
programs.

Statement of Problem
This research was conducted to identify the skills
and abilities in agricultural mechanization that selected
Louisiana farmers feel are important to a farming program,
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and to formulate recommendations based upon the outcomes
which may be used as a guide for program planning in the
farm mechanics area of adult education in vocational agri
culture .
More specifically the following objectives were
formulated and used as guidelines in the development of
this study:
1.

To describe the status of mechanization on the farms
studied.

2.

To determine the association of selected variables,
(type of farming, size of farm, age and education
of the farmer), with the level of importance
assigned by the farmers involved to selected
mechanical skills and abilities.

3.

To determine the level of importance of certain
mechanical skills and abilities considered neces
sary for a farming operation.

4.

To explore possibilities of and make recommendations
on content to be included in the agricultural
mechanization phase of adult education in voca
tional agriculture.

Purpose and Significance of Study
The purpose of this study was to secure information
which may be used as a guide in formulating adult education
programs in the farm mechanization phase of vocational agri
culture and to make recommendations concerning its use.
Responses to skills which farmers indicated to be important
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in their operation, provided information relative to
the above stated purpose.
Research along with objective evaluation of the
problems in agricultural mechanics is a beginning toward
the improvement of adult vocational agricultural programs
in the future.

The author believes that this study

contributes data which will aid in program planning in
adult education.

Limitations of Study
This study was limited to a sample of selected
farmers in Louisiana as determined by a selected group of
75 vocational agriculture teachers.
55 parish area of the state,

The sample covered a

(Figure 1).

Each teacher was

asked to distribute questionnaires to four farmers in his
teaching community.
distributed.

A total of 300 questionnaires was

This study was further limited to farmers who

receive 50 per cent or more of their income from f a m i n g .

Hypotheses
Li (16:51) stated that, "a hypothesis is a conten
tion based on preliminary observation of what appear to be
facts, which may or may not be true.

The test of hypothesis

is in the comparison of the contention thus formulated with

* *

Figure 1.

Location of School Comnunities Surveyed
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the newly and objectively collected facts.

If these newly

collected facts can be shown to agree with the contention,
the contention is retained, that is, the hypothesis is
accepted.

If the contention and facts do not agree, the

contention is discarded, that is, the hypothesis is re
jected. "
By utilizing the opinions and experiences of selec
ted Louisiana fanners, available literature on the subject
and personal experiences of the writer, worthwhile sugges
tions can be made for planning course content for instruc
tion in agricultural mechanics in adult education.
The following null hypotheses were presented to
lend specific guidelines to the fulfillment of this problem.
1.

There are no significant differences in the expressed
levels of importance in the selected agricultural
mechanics activities among crop, dairy, livestock,
and diversified farmers.

2.

The level of importance assigned to specific agricul
tural mechanical skills is not associated with the
educational level of respondents.

3.

The level of importance assigned to specific agricul
tural mechanical skills is not associated with the
age of the respondents.

4.

The level of importance assigned to specific agricul
tural mechanical skills is not associated with the
years in farming of the respondents.
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5.

The level of importance assigned to specific agricul
tural mechanical skills is not associated with the
size of farming operation of the respondents.

6.

Thereare no significant differences in the expressed
levels of importance in the selected agricultural
mechanical skills and abilities of the farmers in
this study who express a desire to attend adult
ciasses as compared to those who do not wish to
attend.

Research Methodology
This section contains an explanation of the research
procedure used in conducting this study and is divided into
the following three categories:
tion of the Instrument; II.

I.

Development and Descrip

Collection of Data;

and III.

Organization of Data for Analysis.

I.

Development and Description of
The Instrument
The questionnaire developed by the researcher for

this study was organized into two parts.
general information about the farmers.

Part I concerns
Part II is divided

into six general headings which involve 62 skills or abili
ties to be ranked by the respondent.

The list of skills and

abilities for this research was obtained from a review of
related literature, consultation with associates, and sug
gestions of the validating committee.

A preliminary instru

ment was evaluated by a jury of six Louisiana and Texas
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university instructors and six high school agriculture
teachers to determine clarity of expression and content
validity of the questionnaire.

The instrument was then

pretested on 12 Louisiana farmers for further validation.
Responses indicated that changes were necessary in order
to strengthen the instrument.

The necessary revisions were

made and questionnaires were mailed to 75 selected vocation
al agriculture teachers who were requested to aid in the
collection of data from farmers in their respective communi
ties .

A cover letter (Appendix A) to explain the purposes

of the study and request the support of the teacher was
mailed with each group of four questionnaires.

A cover

letter was also sent with each questionnaire to assist the
teacher in explaining the study to the farmer involved
(Appendix B).

The six page instrument (Appendix C) was

divided into two parts:
Skills and Abilities.
Major Divisions:

I.

General Information; and II.

Part II was further divided into six

1- Agriculture Construction and Maintenance

(Farm Shop); 2- Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and Re
lated Field Machines; 3- Soil and Water Management; 4Agricultural Electricity; 5- Agricultural Structures and
Environment; and 6- Processing, Handling and Storage of
Farm Materials.

Sixty-two of the 68 items in part II were
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skills and abilities to be ranked by the respondent into
five categories ranging from, "Of No Importance," to
"Extremely Important."

Farmers indicated their answers by

placing a check in the appropriate blanks.

Space was

provided for the respondents to add other skills in Items
20, 29, 41, 49, 61 and 68.

II.

Collection of Data
The questionnaire, mailed to 75 selected vocational

teachers and distributed to 300 fanners in Louisiana, was
constructed to identify the skills and abilities in agri
cultural mechanization that are important to a farming
operation.

These teachers were asked to distribute ques

tionnaires to four farmers in their teaching area, assist
in the completion of the forms and return them to the author.
They were asked to select the farmers on a varied basis
according to size, small to large, and to limit their
distribution to farmers who obtain at least one-half of
their income from farming activities.

Self addressed

stamped envelopes were mailed with the questionnaires to
the agriculture teachers for their return.

Of the 300

questionnaires mailed, 128 were returned by the indicated
deadline.

Follow up letters (Appendix E) were sent to those
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teachers who had not replied.

As a result of the reminder,

69 additional questionnaires were returned, giving a total
of 197, or 66.7 per cent of the sample.

Sixteen of the 19 7

questionnaires were discarded due to incompleteness leaving
a total of 181 which were usable.

III.

Organization of Data for Analysis
Each return envelope was numbered before mailing to

facilitate coding of data.
recorded on IBM Code Sheets.

Data were coded by items and
Information was then punched

onto data cards at the Computer Research Center, Louisiana
State University.
A variety of statistical tools were used in this
study to treat data.
1-

They are as follows:

Descriptive Statistics, in terms of frequency dis

tributions, averages, and percentages, were adopted to
describe the farmers participating in this study and their
farming operations.
2-

Student's "t" test was used to measure for signifi

cance of differences between two means.

It was employed

to determine if a difference existed in the level of impor
tance as signed to all skills and abilities by respondents
who would attend adult classes if they were offered as
compared to those who stated that they would not attend.
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3-

Analysis of variance ("F" ratio) was utilized to

measure overall significance of differences among four means.
It was used to determine if a difference existed in expres
sed importance to skills and abilities among crop, dairy,
livestock and diversified fanners.
4-

Orthogonal Comparisons, were used when significant

differences existed among means from the analysis of vari
ance test.

These comparisons allow differences between

specific groups to be evaluated.

These are more powerful

tests and will reveal the source or sources of differences
indicated in the analysis of variance procedure.
5-

Coefficient of Correlation (r) was utilized to deter

mine the relationship between age, education, size of farm,
and experience of farmers, and their ranking of importance
of each of the 62 selected mechanical skills and abilities.
This statistical tool is essentially thought of as a ratio
which expressed the extent to which changes in one variable
are accompanied by or are related to changes in a second
variable.

The relationship is expressed in a relative way

on a scale that ranges from -1 to +1.
6-

For convenience in tabulating data from the partici-

pants, they were placed in the following groups:
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1.

Crop Farmers (CF)

2.

Dairy Farmers (DF)

3.

Livestock Farmers (LF)

4.

Diversified Farmers (DIV)

Definitions
The following terms are defined, as used in this
study.
Agriculture Construction and Maintenance— agricul
tural mechanical skills that include the selection,
fitting, care and use of shop tools and equipment; hot
and cold metal work; woodwork and carpentry; electric
and oxyacetylene welding; farm fencing; and rope work.
Agriculture Electricity— includes the selection,
installation, operation and repair of electrical equip
ment.
Agricultural Mechanization— a technical area of study
below the level of agricultural engineering.
It usually
deals with the understanding, operation and maintenance
of mechanization in agriculture.
It also involves the
mechanical activities that need to be performed on the
farm and in the farm home with tools and equipment
accessible to the farmer.
The various areas of special
ized study include:
(1) Agriculture Construction and
Maintenance (Farm Shop Skills); (2) Agriculture Power
Units, Tractors and Related Equipment; (3) Soil and
Water Management; (4) Agricultural Electricity; (5)
Agricultural Structures and Environment; (6) Materials
and Food, Processing and Handling.
Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and Related Field
Machines— includes the selection, adjustment, operation,
maintenance, and repair of farm machinery and equipment.
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Agricultural Structures and Environment— includes
drawing and blueprint reading, water systems and
sewage disposal, farmstead planning, heating, and
concrete work.
Farmer— an individual who is engaged in production
agriculture, receiving more them one-half of his income
from farming.
Level of Importance— a successful farmer's estimate
of how important he believes it is for him to be able
to perform selected agricultural mechanical skills in
his farming operation.
Materials and Food, Processing and Handling— includes
the selection, installation, operation and maintenance
of equipment used to process and make the handling of
food and feed more efficient and economical.
Orthogonal Comparisons— comparisons that are statis
tically independent, and are designed to test specific
independent hypotheses.
Soil and Water Management— includes land leveling,
land measuring and mapping, terracing, draining, irri
gation , and building farm ponds and waterways.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction
A comprehensive survey of literature yielded a
large number of works related to this study.

This search

for literature involved reading numerous books, magazines,
theses, dissertations, summaries of studies, etc.

Several

investigations reported in summaries of studies seemed
to be of such importance that copies of the original
literature were obtained for a more detailed analysis.
None of the studies reviewed were of the exact
nature of this investigation.

They provided, however,

valuable guidance in making this study.

An Historical Review
A brief delving into the past concerning adult
education and agricultural mechanization may lend sugges
tions for planning programs in the future.
According to Phipps (19:411-412):
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Adult education in agriculture did not result from
the Smith-Hughes and Smith-Lever Acts.
In this country,
it has had a long historical development.
In 1785, the Philadelphia Society for Promoting
Agriculture was organized to encourage a greater in
crease of the products of land within the American
States, and for this purpose the society would print
memoirs, offer prizes for experiments, improvements,
and agricultural essays, and encourage the establish
ment of other societies in the United States. Fairs
for the sale of agricultural products have been held
since Colonial times as one educational procedure.
In 1826, the lyceum movement was originated by Josiah
Holbrook. A lyceum which sponsored meetings, institu
ted regular courses, procured books and apparatus, and
established institutions for applying the sciences to
agriculture. By 1831, about 900 towns had lyceums.
Farmers institutes were begun about 1870 and
developed into a regular system of meetings under pub
lic control.
In 1874, the Chautauqua movement started.
It provided lectures and entertainments.
In 1894 ex
tension work was begun in New York State.
The Agriculture High School of Baltimore County at
Sparks Station, Maryland, was opened in 1909 and was
among the first public high schools to introduce
instruction in agriculture. This school provided for
the adult farmers a 10 meeting course, with an average
attendance of 125 men and women. Monthly meetings were
held on Saturday afternoons for farmers wives, with an
average attendance of 85 women. They studied home
economics, carpentry, home crafts, or modern literature.
In the early 1900's adult education in agriculture,
motivated by the Smith-Hughes Act began to gain widespread
interest and develop into the types of programs which are
common today.
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In 1917, when vocational agriculture really began
to expand in the secondary school, the machine age of
agriculture was in its infancy;

"farm mechanics" or "farm

shop" was the term often given to that phase of vocational
agriculture .

The "farm mechanics" phase of vocational

agriculture was directed primarily at teaching prospec
tive and practicing farmers how to perform the common
repair and construction jobs around the farm.

The teacher

concentrated on developing skills in the use of tools and
materials, in doing practical construction, or making
repairs.

This was the beginning of the "farm mechanics"

program —

now referred to as agricultural mechanics."

(77:15-16)
The use of larger numbers of highly mechanized
machines and equipment and the introduction of electricity
to many farms along with the emphasis of soil and water
management required teachers of vocational agriculture to
be prepared to teach more complex subject matter in the
area of agricultural mechanization.

The Need For Farm Mechanics
Instruction
Farm mechanics instruction has been included in the
vocational agricultural program from its very inception.

Is
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there really a need for this kind of instruction?

In an

article written for The Agricultural Education Magazine
T. G. Walters

(61:147) discussed at length the need for

farm mechanics in agriculture:
No one likely will challenge the statement that the
need for mechanical skills and managerial abilities in
this day of modern farming requires more schooling for
those who have chosen farming as their way of life.
As an example of this need, according to a reliable
source the average value in 1950 of farms producing at
least $2,500 worth of products was $26,500.
It requires
more than the three R's for a farmer to manage success
fully a business of this size.
Developing these everyday skills and abilities of
working people is the objective and the task of voca
tional agriculture.
The significance of education for farm people is
obvious in view of the decreasing role of hand labor in
agriculture and the increasing need for mechanical
skills and managerial ability.
Amazing changes have taken place in our generation.
We live not only in a unique time in history but also
in a unique spot on the globe.
If we review the
progress man has made in scientific and technological
changes, starting with the story of creation in the
book of Genesis and continuing until 1854— 100 years
ago, we will find that practically no changes were made.
The farmer in 1854 farmed with practically the same
information as primitive man. Most of the changes have
occurred since the turn of the present century. And
most of us in the field of vocational education have
had a part in this amazing scientific revolution.
Where does the farmer find himself in this scientific
age? Many of our farmers grew up at a time when a
grammar school training was all that was considered
necessary in farming. That day has passed.
Today, a
farmer needs to be trained foz his job just as does a
doctor or lawyer.
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A good picture of the need among Georgians for
vocational training, to Illustrate with a particular
state, may be gained by studying the history of the
class which graduated from the state's high schools in
1954, looking at it periodically from the time it
started out in the first grade in 1943.
Year Grade
No. of Students
1943 First-----79,433
1946 Fourth ---- ----------------19 49 Seventh-- -37,338
1952 Tenth ----- ----------------22,880
1954 Graduated— ----------------*Only about 5,500 of these have entered Georgia
colleges.
These figures show that only 16 percent of those who
entered the first grade in 1943 actually continued in
school until they were graduated in 1954. More than
108,000 or about 64 percent of the original class
didn't get far enough in school to be benefited by
vocational education.
The above case clearly illustrates that vocational
education has a real challenge to provide training for
the masses who do not have the opportunity to go to
college and especially for those who have dropped out
of school before completing high school. And many of
our farm people did not have the opportunity to stay in
school beyond the grammar school level. Someone has
said that "vocational education is the working man's
college."
In order for vocational agricultural teachers to do
a better job in giving instruction to out-of-school
groups in farm mechanics, there are several criteria
which must be met. We must realize that farmers today
have a better opportunity to secure information than
ever before. Many farmers do not want information on
varieties and fertilization but are interested in new
information such as insecticides, government programs
affecting their farm operations, new feeding practices
with some of the latest developments of hormones in
feeding beef cattle.
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Farmers have almost over-night, changed over to a
"machine age" in agriculture.
It has been estimated
that 95% of the productive work done in America is
done by machine.
Truly this is a "machine age."
Vocational education must adjust its program to meet
the challenge before us. We must give our farmers the
kind of training they want. Agriculture has changed so
rapidly in the last 15 or 20 years that it has been
almost necessary to retrain all teachers of vocational
agriculture.
In Georgia we are attempting to give in-service
training to our teachers and to see that they have the
technical "know how" to conduct adult classes in farm
mechanics.
For the past two summers, we have had a
staff of people from the College of Agriculture, con
sisting of agricultural engineers and teacher trainers,
working with teachers in the field by conducting work
shops in rural electrification and tractor maintenance.
We have reached practically all of our teachers in
these two clinics which were set up on a "learn by
doing" basis.
In the electrical courses panels were
constructed and each teacher was given an opportunity
to do wiring. Before the end of the two-day course,
the instructor checked the work of each teacher. The
same was true in the tractor maintenance courses.
Tractors were brought into the central school, and all
teachers had an opportunity to put into practice what
the teacher taught. We are confident that we have
made progress in our adult program in these two areas.
In some of the other areas farmers want help in
building fences, farm electrification, farm water supply,
and irrigation.
I do not mean to imply that we must
move out of the area of farm planning which would in
clude the proper use of our land, fertilization,
varieties, insecticides, etc. These are all important.
We have a big job to do, and I go back to one of my
original statements in saying— our teachers must have an
opportunity to be kept up-to-date on what's new in
agriculture as well as know how to put into practice
many of the skills which are essential in the farmers'
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profession.
It brings to my mind a statement made by
a Negro "master teacher" when he said, "You can't
teach what you don't know. You can't lead where you
w o n 't g o ."
Wolff (77:19-20) in a study at Louisiana State
University stated that capital investments in machinery,
buildings, and other facilities and equipment on the modern
farm have increased to the point that, in many cases, it
exceeds all other investments in the farm business,
including land.

He reports that research findings substan

tiate the economic importance of mechanization in the
farming industry.

The research he quoted came from a

study by David M. Tugend, Agricultural Extension Agent,
Elliot City, Maryland.

He further quoted Tugend:

In a recent survey, the Farm Equipment Institute
found that the American farmers investment in farm
machinery and equipment was more than eighteen billion
dollars.
This represents ten billion dollars more
than the investment in the steel industry and five
times the investment in the automotive industry.
Wolff continued by stating that Dr. Donald R. Hunt,
Professor of Agriculture Engineering at the University of
Illinois, had done much work and had written extensively
in the area of agricultural mechanization.

Wolff quoted

Hunt in the following:
Recent cost surveys of 2,000 Illinois farm businesses
show that while machinery and equipment represents only
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5 1/2% of the total farm investment, the cost for
operating machinery comprise nearly 36% of the yearly
farm costs.
These costs are the largest single yearly
farm expenditures.
The next larger, 26% of the total,
represents the interest charge on the remaining capital
investment which is primarily land.
Dr. A. K. Solstad studied the economic significance
of mechanization in farming and some of the shortcomings
of the agricultural mechanics phase of vocational agricul
ture in Minnesota.

Some of his findings were:

(55:147)

Mechanization expenses are reaching the 50% level of
total farm costs. Over a recent 13 year period the
Minnesota Farm Management Service found in 2613 sets
of farm records that an average of 50.5% of the expen
ditures were in this area. Of this total, 17.8% was
for farm power, 11.2% crop and general machinery, 2.8%
livestock equipment, 8.6% buildings, fences, etc.,
3.1% insurance and taxes (mechanization share). The
522 most profitable farms showed a total of 46.5% ex
penses in mechanization while the 522 least profitable
farms showed a higher figure indicating that the more
efficient farmer kept expenses down in this area while
still taking care of more work units per worker and
keeping the mechanization expense per work unit lower
than the less efficient operator.
From the preceding statements and articles it would
be safe to assume that generally there is a definite need
for adult education in farm mechanization.
According to Everett C. Lattimer,

(44:195) if a

farmer is to be successful he must know how to perform a
wide number of operative skills dealing with soils, crops,
animals, chemicals, tools, equipment and machines.

He
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concluded by stating that just performing the job is not
enough.

He should meet desirable standards of efficiency.

Specific Problems and Ideas in
Developing Adult Education
Programs
A major problem in teaching adults is realizing the
responsibility that the farmer now encounters with the task
of producing food and fiber for an ever increasing popula
tion.
Dr. C. L. Mondart, Sr.,

of the Vocational Agricul

ture Education Department, Louisiana State University,
wrote the following article concerning the importance of
the teacher, in training farm operators:

(48:36-39)

Over three centuries ago when the first land was
cleared for farming in this country, the groundwork
was laid for the greatest forward surge in agricultural
production that the world has ever known to now.
Today, we are hopeful for the beginning of smother
surge that must prove even greater if the nation is to
be successful in feeding a rapidly growing population.
Like in the beginning there are perplexing problems
to solve, but now they are vastly different requiring
new approaches. Before, for the great majority of early
Americans, farming was a way of life— now it isn't.
In
fact, in our era of unprecedented opportunity, farming
as a way of life is in danger of losing its appeal, even
to the farm boy. Yet for society, the role of the
farmer takes on new emphasis because of the demands of
8,000 new mouths to feed daily, a demand that promises
to become more acute in the years ahead. Predicted is
a population of 285 million by 1985, and increase of
100 million in 25 years.
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It was the land and freedom to work it that attracted
most of the settlers to this country.
Traditionally,
the first American dream covered 40 acres of land, a
milk cow, a work animal and a gun. To share it people
came to the new land in droves— the land sustained them,
becoming a way of life for most.
Actually, it was the land that developed the nation.
Government used the land as an incentive to develop the
public school system, along with a system of transporta
tion. Later, it provided funds to promote the landgrant
college system, an institution not known elsewhere in
the world. Moreover, besides food, the land gave the
basic ingredients for the country's first large scale
commercial operations:
fur, mining of mineral resources,
and lumbering.
The lure of the land and its benefits governed the
movement of people, as they sought to improve their wel
fare. Always, there was more and better land over the
hill. Movers paused to establish settlements where the
land was best and waterways available to reach it.
Their sons pushed still further on to repeat the process,
thus helping to build a nation.
Unhappily, the land and its bounties have not always
received fair treatment from Americans.
Land appeared
without limitations— those hungry for quick and easy
profit often abused it, destroying resources never re
placed. And, more recently, cities and highways have
cut deeply into lands fertile enough for effective
farming, with no end in sight or plan to end it.
As a consequence arable lands are growing in short
supply when compared with population needs.
For in
stance, in 1910 land endowment in Louisiana per capita
amounted to six acres— in 1964, it was three acres.
Unbelievably, in a country so big and so resourceful,
farm lands are shrinking. Land in farms decreased from
1.2 to less them 1.15 billion acres since 1950. Fortunate
ly for Louisianians, we are among the few states with new
lands fit for farming. Cleared and put to farming, these
lands bring in new sources of wealth, like soybeans.
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This gradual reduction of land in farms is expected
to continue for many years ahead, yet no real problem
has occurred because of this decline. Eventually, how
ever, the nation's people will be at the crossroads,
when their demands will tax the land above its returns.
Decisions to head off this possibility, together with
plans to implement them, is a high obligation of society
and must be made now in the face of emerging needs—
tomorrow may be too late.
The unhappy experiences of
older cultures should spur us to purposeful action, for
nothing in the future can be certain without careful
preparation.
The nation was built upon a rural society, yet little
by little over the past 100 years the country's growing
cities have absorbed rural people, with the exodus of
farmers being speeded up to recent giant strides, re
sulting in 68,000,000 people moving from farm to non
farm areas since 1920.
Small private endeavors, both
on and off the farm, have given way in favor of jobs
offered in the big cities. Marginal farmers went first,
followed by these without capital to expand production
required for commercial success.
Big farmers have
grown larger to become more efficient.
Soon, only the
part-time farmer with a job off the farm can afford a
small operation and still enjoy full benefits of farm
living.
More and more, urban living with its many comforts
and conveniences, supported by higher levels of income,
dominates our way of life. Leadership at all levels
is increasingly concerned with the mounting problems
of the city; problems so deep seated as to survive all
history. And because of their impact upon society,
there is the constant danger of overlooking farming in
an all-out effort to find solutions to the more spectacu
lar urban problems.
Unquestionably, society will suffer
if rural areas get the least help with their problems
when they need it more.
Along with the rest of the nation, Louisiana is
gradually running out of farmers.
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However disturbing the ultimate consequences may be,
it is nonetheless a fact of modern society.
Farmers
quitting and moving to town are not being replaced by
youth in what may prove to be adequate numbers.
The
real story is told in federal farm census reports
issued every five years.
They bluntly tell of the constantly decreasing farmer
numbers and of the advancing age of those who hold on.
Foreseen, for the next several decades, is a continu
ance of these trends. By 19 85 farm workers may number
50 percent of today's total, leaving less than 4,000,000
workers on farms.
Exactly when the downward trend will level off is a
question of grave concern everywhere, especially in
the face of rising population, world-wide.
Predictions
point to the 1980's as the beginning of a period when
numbers of farm workers will stabilize.
Still, no one
really knows what the future will bring.
Knowledgeable people in agriculture— fearful of out
comes traceable to the shrinking number of farm workershasten to inform us that the nation's farm plant con
tinues relatively intact? that farm yields under advan
cing technology cam be pushed to much higher levels
than now. They even foresee many new sources of food
to bolster soil capacity to feed a people advancingly
urbanized.
These promises of greater production and additional
food sources may only peirtially offset the more immedi
ate demands a growing society is making upon the land
for purposes other than food. Urban expansion alone is
consuming more them 4,000,000 acres of top farm land
annually. Additionally, new developments in transporta
tion, recreation, water memagement and public institu
tions continue to tedce a heavy toll.
A scarcity of both land emd the humem factor in farm
production can have a deadly effect upon the economy of
the country. To grow great, a nation must first develop
a prosperous agriculture emd keep it so if its workers
are to be fed. Any other appraoch is self-defeating.
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Hopefully, the miracle that is America will continue
— in 1850 one farm worker fed three people, while today
he feeds nearly 40 people. This growth in efficiency
over the years past has released from food production
the steady stream of workers needed to develop a great
industrial nation. Now the farm worker faces the chal
lenge to exceed all past performances yesterday's and
even today's efforts will not guarantee a future of our
people.
Under our system of free enterprise, it is the opera
tor who is the organizer and manager of farm production.
He alone designs, within the framework of the general
economic perspective, a plan that will make the most
efficient use of resources he assembles under his
command:
land, capital, and manpower.
Measured by projected production standards, new farm
operators must be vastly superior to today's model, if
they are to handle more efficiently much larger opera
tions having huge capital investments, with even more
mechanization.
Clearly, farms of the future will require the keenest,
best educated and wisest of business operators.
Who should train for farming, how many to train, and
how to train them are problems of the moment. To neglect
them now may prove a tragedy later.
Knowledge and skill involved in farming, which every
successful farmer must master, will continue to grown,
requiring both high school and post high school training.
Merging the successful farm with the school can well
be the goal of every teacher engaged in farmer-training.
In teaching adult education, it would be impossible
for a vocational agriculture instructor to be knowledgeable
in all phases of farm mechanization.
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To meet the needs of adults, the teacher would be
wise in considering the use of specialists in "after school"
programs.
Richard Mills

(47:78-79) discussed the use of

agricultural specialists in an article written for The
Agricultural Education Magazine.

His remarks are:

The program of vocational agriculture faces the chal
lenge of assisting rural people in preserving values
important to them and at the same time helping farmers
find ways of operating their agricultural plants in
such a manner that they will have sufficient income to
enjoy a reasonable standard of living.
The responsibility of vocational agriculture involves
many service areas.
The vocational agriculture instructor finds it diffi
cult to be well qualified in all the aspects involved
in each of the areas. He finds it impossible to be a
specialist in everything. His training and background
make him a specialist in teaching methods only. Herein
lies the value of the agricultural specialist.
An agricultural specialist is one who is trained in
some phase or related phase of agriculture. He is a
leading authority in his field and is respected for
his leadership. He is familiar with all aspects of
his work.
He has the training and the ability to focus
attention in the direction desirable to the farmers of
today.
The need for agricultural specialists in adult educa
tion programs may be evaluated in several ways.
In our
fast moving agriculture of today, technical advances
come very rapidly and the need for their use may be
immediate, thereby making specialized training of prime
importance. An agricultural specialist serves as the
liaison communicator or the vocational agriculture
instructor's link with the basic research being
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conducted or applied in agriculture. He also serves as
a consultant assisting the instructor in unfamiliar areas.
He is the "technical expert" used to sell or promote
better methods involved in agriculture.
The local community is perhaps the most under
developed source of good agricultural specialists.
Each
community has a great wealth of individuals who are well
qualified as specialists in their fields.
The local
cattle or hog feeder became a success through proper
feeding, management, sanitation and marketing practices.
He will certainly have something to offer as a resource
person. A local banker will know about trends, money
speculation, financing emd loan arremgements. Legal
aspects, leases, partnerships, wills, contracts, mort
gages, property rights and court actions are the business
of the local lawyer. A contractor who specializes in
buildings, heating, plumbing and general construction
problems will' understand community needs.
Resource
persons such as those mentioned will be pleased to con
tribute to the education of their community.
Their
knowledge is first hand. They know emd understand local
community situations.
Those individuals can do much
toward providing technical assistance to vocational
agriculture.
Other sources of agriculture specialists
include commercial companies, agricultural experiment
stations and extension personnel.
The vocational
agriculture instructor, as a trained educator, must
guide these specialists into presenting the material
desired by the adult education group.
Agricultural specialists are interested in assisting
vocational agriculture when they feel their knowledge
will fill a definite need of the group involved. A poll
of agricultural specialists including extension workers,
commercial company representatives, experiment station
personnel and several professional people indicate that
these specialists are generally more willing to take part
in an adult education program if the following factors
are involved:
1.
2.

the vocational agriculture instructor acts as am
assistant in conducting the program.
the subject matter involved is requested by the adult
group amd fills a need.
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3.
4.
5.

the specialist is fully informed of the information
the group desires and the local situation involved.
the vocational agriculture instructor prepares but
does not overprepare the group.
the vocational agriculture instructor is ready and
willing to do follow-up instruction and provide
additional assistance.

The agriculture specialists can well be the key to
success in the adult education program of any community.
Careful selection of the specialists and constant guid
ance by the vocational agriculture instructor will do
much to improve the rural life of any community. As a
trained educator in the community, the vocational agri
culture instructor must focus the attention of fanners
toward new ideas and the wide variety of possible pro
grams.
If he is to properly serve agriculture he must
be the leader in solving the problems of the community.
What about the use of field trips for adult education
programs?

Many teachers are effective at organizing and

conducting field trips for their all day students.

The

thought, however, may not occur to the instructor that this
teaching tool could be very beneficial in his adult program.
J. D. McComas,

(46:110-111) had this to say concerning the

use of the "evening field trip:"
It was not until two years ago that I became aware of
the tremendous value of evening field trips for my young
and adult farmer programs. At first I was skeptical.
After all, what could class members see in an evening
field trip during the fall and winter months? Looking
over our program of instruction with our program plan
ning committee, w»—concluded that a field trip in con
junction with our study of labor-saving devices could
best be implemented through an evening field trip.
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Our next problem was to locate a farm that would best
illustrate the things that we wished to see and study.
We found the answer and the farm only seven miles from
our classroom door! A visit to the farm revealed that
the farmer would be most pleased to have our class visit
with him during em evening field trip emd that we would
have several interesting emd unique memagement practices
in operation. We discussed emd viewed the feirm operation
in detail until we had all the needed information to use
later in conducting our field trip.
What could be seen on such a field trip as this at
night? Briefly, here is what we saw: a completely
mechanized feed materials handling operation that would
handle feed for the 3,000 hogs marketed annually on the
farm, a complete story of how rations were formulated
emd mixed on the farm; and how high moisture corn was
stored emd used in the swine feeding program. Was the
field trip a success? I was surprised to see forty-two
of our local farmers make such a trip on a snowy,
wintery evening!
During the same year our groups visited a modern
dairy farm unit. Another successful evening trip was
a follow-up visit made after a panel of class members
had discussed the topic, "Should I Enter the Poultry
Business"?
After a complete cost analysis of a specific operation
of one of these panel member's poultry business, our
class visited his farm to see just what he was doing.
He had just recently entered the poultry business emd
the field trip was em excellent supplement to our study.
His farm was almost within sight of our high school!
Other field trips that our young emd adult farmers
have tedcen during the evening included visits to a large
farrowing house, farm of a part-time farmer, em ARMCO
steel mill, emd several other trips near our school.
I am sure there are memy other possibilities which
we have not unveiled in the use of evening field trips
for our young emd adult farmer classes.
I am equally
sure that in the future neither my> evening classes nor
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I will fail to consider "EFT" as an important resource
for young and adult farmer education.
Many teachers today feel that it is difficult to do
a creditable job in teaching all day classes, advising the
FFA and conducting adult classes in the evening.
Starling (56:27) discussed this in a guest editorial
written in The Agricultural Education Magazine.

His remarks

follow:
Instruction for young and adult farmers has always
been an important part of vocational agriculture.
Data
from the U.S. Office of Education indicate, however,
that enrollment in adult emd young farmer programs has
decreased from 359,000 in 1963-64 to 288,000 in 1968-69.
This reduction in enrollment is taking place at a time
when adults need emd want organized instruction more
them ever before.
It is happening in spite of the fact
that state supervisors and teacher educators continue
to preach the importance of young emd adult farmer
education.
Many teachers report that they enjoy teaching adults
and young farmers more them teaching high school stu
dents, that there is a real need for adult education,
and that adult education involves people who are
actually engaged in the business of farming. Teachers
are generally enthusiastic e&out adult education, yet
enrollment continues to decline.
So, why is enrollment
in vocational agriculture programs for young emd adult
farmers declining?
The reasons most often given by teachers for not
conducting adult education programs include a lack of
time emd competence required to conduct programs that
really meet the needs of adults. We tend to rationalize
emd say that some teachers have the time emd competence
to conduct adult programs, so all teachers could con
duct adult progreuns if they really wemted to. We say
this without giving serious consideration for the
teacher of vocational agriculture and the real world
in which he operates.
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If a teacher does a thorough job of teaching high
school classes and advising the FFA, it is doubtful
if he has the time to conduct an adult program that
will meet the real needs in the seventies. Agricul
ture is undergoing rapid and accelerating changes due
to technological and scientific developments and im
proved methods of organization and management. Today
a key need is farm business analysis which emphasizes
record keeping, summary and analysis of records, and
using the analysis for farm planning and reorganiza
tion. This is "where the action is." The high school
teacher of vocational agriculture is in an excellent
position to provide this kind of instruction either
in a local school or in an area vocational center.
In order for the teacher to provide in-depth instruc
tion through classroom, small group, and on-the-farm
instruction he must have the time and competence.
One teacher reported a farmer asking this question:
Can I afford to buy that 65-acre farm for $600 per
acre and go into the turkey business? It is obvious
that the farmer had confidence in this teacher and it
is just as obvious that this teacher had a lot of
homework to do before he could answer the question
and support the answer with reasonable facts. Many
examples such as this could be cited which make it
necessary for the teacher to have time to do a
thorough job which will command the respect of adults.
If we want adult education that helps people and if
we really mean what we say about the importance of adult
education, we need to have full-time teachers of adults.
Teachers express a concern that they are spending time
with high school students who do not intend to enter
farming. Many teachers contend that their time could
be better utilized if a more careful selection of high
school students was made and a part of the day spent
working with adults.
If we are going to meet the real
needs in production agriculture and improve adult educa
tion, it is imperative that we move in the direction of
full and part-time teachers of adults.
This has many implications for supervisors and
teacher educators.
The program must be adequately
financed and administered; teachers must be prepared
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specifically to teach adults.
Since lack of competence
is one of the main reasons given for not conducting
adult programs, all departments in colleges of agricul
ture must work together to provide the technical compe
tence needed by teachers.
If the proper climate is
provided, the status of vocational agriculture can be
improved, teachers will gain the respect of adults with
whom they are working, and they will feel that they are
making a genuine contribution to agriculture.
Full time teachers for adults in vocational agricul
ture is not a new idea.

Adult programs organized in this

manner have been in operation in Texas since 1958.

The

Texas program was described in detail by Jaska (42:148-149):
It is recognized and accepted that systematic adult
and young farmer education is am integral part of voca
tional agriculture.
Public schools offering vocational
agriculture have the responsibility for providing
systematic instruction for adults established in farminq
and ranching on a part-time basis also need assistance in
becoming more proficient.
To assist the public schools to fulfill this respon
sibility and to enhance and enrich the adult farmer
education program in local schools, the Texas Education
Agency in 1958 entered into an agreement with Texas
A&M University to carry on an adult and young farmer
program.
Specialists are employed to conduct systematic short
courses for adult and young farmer groups which are
organized and sponsored by local public high schools.
In order to avoid duplication of effort with the Texas
Agricultural Extension Service, courses taught by these
specialists are conducted according to the standards set
forth by the Texas Education Agency under the State Plan
for Vocational Education.
These standards specify that educational programs may
be conducted by specialists on a short course or work
shop basis for regular adult farmer or young farmer
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groups which meet at scheduled intervals throughout the
year. The length of short courses is a minimum of twelve
hours of formal instruction plus laboratory work.
Specialists are employed in the various agricultural
subject matter areas according to needs determined
mutually by the Texas Education Agency and Texas A&M
University.
A Coordinator is employed to administer the program
under the supervision of the Head of the Department of
Agricultural Education at Texas A6M University. The
appropriate subject matter department heads in the Col
lege of Agriculture assume responsibility for the accur
acy of subject matter presented by the specialists.
Generally, each specialist is assigned to one of the
ten geographical areas for vocational agriculture in
Texas for a period of one month each year, September
through June. Assignments to local schoo.ls within the
area are the responsibility of the area supervisor.
Each specialist conducts an equivalent of three twelvehour short courses during the month.
The specialist
devotes the remaining part of the month in preparation
of teaching materials and obtaining research data.
To obtain the services of a specialist, the local
teacher of vocational agriculture makes a request to
the area supervisor of vocational agriculture. The area
supervisor makes assignments for the month the special
ist is scheduled in the area. The area supervisor for
wards assignments directly to the Coordinator of the
Specialist Program who sends application blanks to the
vocational agriculture departments selected along with
a course outline, a biography of the specialist, pub
licity releases, and other information pertaining to
the short course.
Specialists are available in the sub
ject matter areas of arc welding, oxy- acetylene weld
ing, tractor maintenance, pasture, beef production,
swine production, farm wiring and safety, and electric
motors.
The Texas Education Agency reimburses Texas A&M
University for the salaries and travel of the coor
dinator and specialists and for the salaries of two
secretaries.
Texas A&M University provides office
space and facilities for the staff and secretaries.
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Office supplies, demonstration equipment, teaching
materials, and other needs of the specialists in con
ducting short courses are funded through a local ac
count which derives its funds from fees collected from
short course enrollees. The fees charged to short
course enrollees range from $2.00 to $10.00 depending
upon the course.
The program has grown from one specialist when the
program was initiated in the spring of 1958 to a staff
of ten specialists during 1968-69.
From June 1958
through June 1969, a total of 2,917 adult and young
farmer short courses were conducted with a total of
58,585 persons participating. An average of 426 voca
tional agriculture teachers participated in these short
courses each year.
During 1968-69, the specialists conducted 266 regu
lar one-week short courses throughout the state with
6,156 participants, an average of slightly over 23
enrollees per course. While conducting these short
courses, extra and individual instruction was given to
4,762 people in the field.
In addition, 26 workshops
for teachers of vocational agriculture were conducted
with 452 vocational agriculture teachers participating.
During 1968-69, the specialist staff also presented
programs or otherwise participated in 98 other activi
ties such as district in-service education meetings for
teachers, judged shows and contests, gave safety demon
strations, and presented programs on radio, television
and for civic organizations.
Several lesson plans and
publications have been developed by the specialist staff
for use in adult short courses and in other teaching
situations.
Vocational agriculture teachers who sponsor these
short courses report many favorable and far-reaching
effects on local programs.
The most frequently listed
outcomes of the program are:
— Teachers become aware of the need and desire of
adults for educational programs on a continuous basis.
— The growth of young farmer programs is stimulated.
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— The confidence of teachers in conducting adult
education programs is increased.
— Models and patterns for adult education procedures
and techniques are provided.
— Farmers and ranchers become aware of other programs
sponsored by vocational agriculture departments.
— School administrators recognize the responsibility
and advantages to schools from adult education.
— Vocational agriculture teachers have access to
recent agricultural information and see new approaches.
— Business, industry, and civic groups recognize
adult education as a school responsibility, thereby
improving the image of vocational agriculture.
How do farmers in other states rank certain mechani
cal skills according to importance in farming?

In an investi

gation using a questionnaire similar to the one used in this
study, Norman D. Skadburg, Agricultural Instructor,
Williamsburg, Iowa reported:

(54:177)

In teaching vocational agriculture I have often
wondered if I am teaching the skills or abilities that
will benefit the student the most, especially in the
area of faun and agricultural mechanics.
Agricultural mechanics skills should aid the boy
when he enters farming. By conducting a survey of
farmers I felt I could find how valuable the farmers
felt certain skills or abilities were in their farm
operation.
I felt I could revamp my agricultural mechanics pro
gram when I tabulated the results of my survey.
Some
skills or abilities should be added to the program,
other skills eliminated, and the time spent on others
either lengthened or shortened.
A survey form consisting of agricultural mechanics
skills in the areas of carpentry, welding and metals,
concrete, gasoline engines, electricity and electric
motors, and tractor and machinery power and management
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were mailed to fanners in the school district.
The
farmers were asked to indicate how valuable the 64
agricultural mechanics skills or abilities on the
survey were in their farming operation. The classifi
cations from which they could choose were as follows:
very valuable, 4; valuable, 3; some value, 2; little
value, 1; and no value, 0. All of the 64 skills in the
survey could be taught in our agricultural mechanics
laboratory in the Williamsburg Community Schools.
The mean value for the skills in each agricultural
mechanics area surveyed were calculated as follows:
Tractor and Machinery Power and Mgt., 3.31; Welding
and Metals, 2.80; Electricity and Electric Motors,
2.79; Concrete, 2.72; Gasoline Engines, 2.67; and
Carpentry, 2.52.
All of the skills or abilities in the survey are
rated according to their mean value.
4.00 means the
skill or ability was considered very valuable by all
the farmers surveyed.
0.00 means that all farmers
considered the skill or ability to have no value. The
mean values are listed below for all the skills sur
veyed.
3.50 - 4.00
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Read and interpret operator's manuals for tractors
and machinery.
Lubricate and service tractors.
Safely operate a tractor.
Maintenance and general repair of tractors.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain planters.
Operate and maintain an electric arc welder.

3.00 - 3.49
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Install and adjust a coil, condensor, points, and
spark plugs.
Make common arc welds in four positions.
Understand the principles of hydraulics.
Select arc welding electrodes.
Construct and repair buildings and equipment.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Select, operate, adjust, and maintain cultivators.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain plows.
Selection of fuels, oils, and greases.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain mowers.
Laying out a building foundation.
Cut with an electric arc welder.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain balers.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain corn pickers.
Understand the principles of the two and four cycle
engines.
Lubricate, service, and maintain small gasoline
engines.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain disks.
Maintain and replace fuses, time delay, and overload
devices.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain grain drills.
Select,
identify, and figure cost of lumber and
building materials.
Select, use, install, and maintain electric switches.
Building forms for concrete.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain manure
spreaders.

2.50 - 2.99
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Replace and repair inadequate wiring.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain field choppers.
Make minor repairs, clean, and service electric
motors.
Select, operate, adjust, and maintain elevators,
augers, and conveyors.
Operate and maintain hand power tools.
Identify and select nails, screws, and other build
ing hardware.
Select wire size for a circuit.
Operate and maintain a soldering iron.
Mixing, casting, finishing, and curing concrete.
Understand and wire series, parallel, and combina
tion circuits.
Replace and repair inadequate wiring.
Braze and weld metal with oxyacetylene.
Lay out and cut braces and rafters using the framing
square.
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Bend, cut, file, drill, and square cold metal.
Cut and tap threads.
Attach and adjust gauges and regulators for gas
welding.
Set up oxyacetylene welder, light and adjust flames.
Selection, application, and maintenance of roofing
materials.
Operate a timing light.

2.00 - 2.49
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Cut with oxyacetylene.
Shape, bend and cut hot metal.
Select proper flux rods and tips for gas welding.
Use, adjust, sharpen, and maintain hand woodworking
tools.
Proper proportioning of ingredients for quality
concrete.
Lay, reinforce, and waterproof concrete blocks.
Understand the operation of the watt-hour meter,
voltimeter, and ammeter.
Repair and overhaul small gasoline engines.
Select, use, and store paint brushes and paint.
Overhaul tractor engines.
Operate and maintain large power tools.
Read a micrometer.

1.99 and Below
1.

Select and use glues.

The survey indicated farmers feel that skills and
abilities in the tractor and machinery area are the most
valuable to them. This is definitely an area where they
can tie in a dollar and cent return on their time in
vested. They find all the areas valuable, but they rate
the carpentry area the lowest.
I feel that these results may be somewhat deceiving.
For example, if a farmer has a welder he realizes the
value of welding and ranks it higher than does a non
welder. The farmers ranked reading a micrometer low,
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but many have never used one and they don't realize its
value.
The fanners ranked the use of glues the lowest,
and I feel this is a valuable area that the farmers
would find more valuable if education were offered in
this area. When a skill is ranked low it may be because
of a lack of knowledge in this area. When a skill is
ranked high it is usually used widely, and that is why
it is considered valuable by the farmer.
I feel skills and abilities are very important, but
the boys must be exposed to many areas so they will know
what's available in all phases of agricultural mechanics.
A letter from a farmer helped point out that it is im
possible to make the boys experts in these different
areas, but that the boys should be made aware of the
possibilities in all areas.
The survey points out to me what skills are consid
ered valuable by those in farming.
I am in teaching to
educate boys the best I know how, and I feel this sur
vey will aid me in reaching this goal.
Skadburg reports very practical and realistic data
in the evaluation of the importance of certain skills and
abilities by farmers in his community.

Characteristics of Adult Farmers
In planning an educational program for a group of
individuals it is very important that the instructor be
aware of certain characteristics common to the majority.
In knowing the group characteristics it enables the agricul
ture teacher to plan accordingly for successful outcomes.
Knotts (71:iv-v) reported that the average age of
respondents in a study in Texas was 33.6 years with a range
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from 24 to 40.

He continued by stating that the number of

years of formal education averaged 12.5.

The annual gross

sales of respondents was $63,000.00 and ranged from less
than $10,000.00 to more them $150,000.00.

Thirty-two and

six-tenths per cent of the respondents in his study were
classified as crop and dairy farmers, respectively, while
23.9 per cent of the respondents were general farmers with
10.9 per cent being livestock farmers.
Knotts also found that type of farming was associa
ted with the level of importance assigned to agricultural
mechanical skills in approximately 46 per cent of the in
stances.
Three of the more important conclusions in the
above study were:
1.

Course content for vocational education has a high
level of validity when based upon the knowledge
and skills of the occupation for which training
is offered.

2.

Valid information for developing course content can
be obtained from those considered to be success
ful in their occupation.

3.

Knowledge and skills included in courses of study
for vocational education can be ranked according
to their importance in the occupation.
Pruett (73:73-75) in his research concerning adult

farmer instruction in Colorado, reported the following:
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Data revealed that 93.7 percent of the farmers in
this study were married and that 65 percent were be
tween the ages of 25 and 40.
A majority of the farmers lived within ten miles of
the training center.
This group of adult farmers were further character
ized by having had an average of 15.4 years of farming
experience since age 18 and had obtained an average
formal education of 12.1 years; 15.9 percent were col
lege graduates; 49.2 percent received specialized
training outside of regular high school or college;
42.9 percent had served in the military; and two-thirds
reported having part-time or seasonal employment out
side of fanning or ranching.
Landowners consisted of 60.3 percent of the popula
tion. The other 39.7 percent rented their farms.
Forty-seven and six-tenths percent were involved in
two types of farming: (1) cash crop and beef fattening
and (2) general diversified farming, making these two
the most common types of farming.
Seventy-four and six-tenths percent of the farmers
had farm shops, and did over 70 percent of their repair,
maintenance and construction work.
There was a moderate degree of interest expressed by
the fanners for instruction in technical agriculture in
livestock and crop production, farm and ranch management,
and farm mechanics.
Tuesday evening meetings were preferred as the day of
the week to hold adult farmer classes, while Monday and
Thursday evenings were second and third choices respec
tively.
In studying the characteristics of adult farmers,
an important point to investigate is how the agriculture
teacher can stimulate or motivate the once-a-week student to
attend class.

Many might say that if a practical and
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worthwhile program is offered there will be no problem in
class attendance.

This may be true for a majority of the

cases, but in many instances the opposite becomes the rule
instead of the exception.
In an article for The Agricultural Education Magazine,
Todd and Paulus (59:33) presented am abstract of a study
done in Tennessee.

Some of their observations were as

follows:
The recent rapid and far reaching changes in farm or
ganization and operation are causing alert workers in
vocational agriculture to take a new look at the adult
farmer program.
One such look was taken by the teacher of vocational
agriculture in the Eagleville school area, Rutherford
County, in Middle Tennessee. He selected at random 100
farmers from an alphabetical list of all farmers in his
service area.
In his interviews with these 100 farmers,
he learned which ones had attended adult classes in the
past, why they had attended or not attended, and their
attitude toward attending such classes in the future.
The study included other phases such as age, tenure,
ownership, and other sources of agricultural information
not mentioned here.
From this study we learned that less than half (40%)
of the local farmers attended adult classes in the past
and the vast majority (82%) of these 40 intend to be
present for the next class. We now also know that more
than half (60%) have not been attending. However, nearly
half (43%) of the 60 thought they would attend future
classes, and exactly half as many said they would not
attend.
Alert teachers will likely wonder what these figures
are for their own community and what reasons the farmers
in their service area have for attending or staying away
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from their adult fanner classes. Without doubt, the
nature of the offerings plays a major role.
The study seems to warrant these conclusions:
1. Farmers in this area still have a favorable atti
tude toward the adult program in vocational agriculture
and attend classes for good reasons.
2. Those who failed to take advantage of the program
simply neglected to attend classes, but not because of an
unfavorable attitude toward the program.
3. Probably more effort should have been made to
reach those who did not attend.
If successful, they
would likely have developed am attitude similar to those
who did attend.
A plan to stimulate adult education programs by
grouping three teaching areas was presented by Dr. Anthony
Mumphery (49:34-39) in The Agriculture Education Magazine:
The initial enrollment in newly organized adult farmer
groups in vocational agriculture is frequently discourag
ing to the beginning as well as the experienced teacher.
In spite of the many weeks of assiduous planning and ef
forts to enroll members, the teacher sometimes experi
ences a lakadaisical attitude of fanners towards the
out-of-school instructional program. This characteris
tic enrollment in the early developmental stages of the
adult program does not necessarily mean that the approach
in organizing is not appropriate or that farmers are not
seriously concerned about the services being rendered by
their school to their community. Conversely, they are
well aware of the quality of the program and are quick
to bring that point to the attention of the other lay
citizens.
It may be that certain unsuccessful farming
experiences have thwarted the progress on some farms and
interest is beginning to wane. At any rate, the stage
is well set for motivation.
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A program of adult farmer Instruction which is based
upon the needs of the community and its members will
assuredly be marked by a rapid increase in enrollment
and eventual participation by most farmers in the commun
ity. There are many practices which may be helpful in
increasing the enrollment in adult classes; however, the
persistence of the teacher of vocational agriculture in
continuing a program of adult instruction firmly en
trenched in the needs of the community, irrespective of
the number enrolled, is probably the most critical prac
tice and is necessarily an antecedent to success in the
program.
A technique to conduct joint adult meetings with nearby
departments, quarterly, was used by the author and two
other teachers of vocational agriculture in Ascension
Parish, Louisiana some ten years ago; today it continues
to be an asset in the development of the adult instruc
tional program. This geographical situation, which will
be described later, is probably indigenous to only a
very limited number of agricultural communities; however,
it may bear enough resemblance to some that application
to similar situations is possible.
East Ascension Parish has three departments of voca
tional agriculture located within a five-mile radius.
Their location is conducive and convenient for teachers
of vocational agriculture to meet frequently to plan and
evaluate the general phases of the program. The type
of farming and soil types in each community do not vary
significantly.
The communities are located near the city
of Baton Rouge and, consequently, near many industrial
plants. Many of the farmers in each of these areas are
full-time employees of the industrial concerns. As
would be expected, therefore, farming in these communi
ties is being conducted primarily on a part-time basis.
Agriculture, nevertheless, has always played a prominent
role in the economy of these communities.
R. F. Melancon, Ernest E. Tureau, and the author, at
that time teachers of vocational agriculture at Dutchtown, St. Amant, and Gonzales High Schools, respectively,
frequently met for purposes of sharing ideas and evalua
ting the program in agriculture. During one of these
meetings the?idea was introduced to consider the use of
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joint adult meetings to stimulate more interest in the
adult farmer program to increase the general scope of
the out-of-school instructional program. Each local
department of vocational agriculture was currently con
ducting a functional adult program. This effort was not
intended to alienate the local program and thereby cause
it to lose its identity. Contrariwise, it was felt that
such action would serve to strengthen each individual
program.
Since the communities were ideally located for
such a practice, the idea immediately developed into a
most vivid plan.
There is a very definite need for a closer relation
ship between communities so geographically located. The
very nature of their vocational and avocational interests
lends much support to their consideration for larger
group activities.
In addition, it provides many individu
als with an opportunity to participate in educational
activities designed to reach all educational levels.
Some of the other benefits accruing from the meeting of
intercommunity groups are:
(1) farmers become familiar
with a wider range of farming problems, (2) members
learn more about cooperative effort by having more op
portunities to participate, (3) fanners develop leader
ship while leading large group discussions, (4) joint
group meetings tend to focus the predominate interest
of the communities, and (5) good school-community rela
tions are eminent.
Planning for the organization for joint meetings began
with the three teachers visiting present and prospective
adult members of the three communities together.
Inter
est shown by the farmers in the three areas was profound.
Visits were completed to all farmers in about three weeks.
Since Gonzales is centrally located, it became the
site for the first joint meeting. The first organization
al meeting was called July, 1950, and some 100 adults at
tended. Agricultural leaders to attend the meeting were
as follows: the late Dean J. G. Lee of the College of
Agriculture, Louisiana State University; J. C. Floyd,
Harry J. Braud and M. C. Gaar, Teacher Trainers at
Louisiana State University.
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After a brief talk by Dean Lee, the program for or
ganization was underway.
The group agreed to select
Gonzales as the permenent location for their quarterly
meetings.
Farmers were then asked to indicate their
preferences for instruction on survey forms developed
in keeping with the needs of the three communities.
Later that evening, the surveys were summarized and a
topic for discussion selected for first joint meeting.
Thereafter, topics for discussion centered around those
preferences which were previously indicated. The long
time program was planned to provide flexibility, facili
tating attention to changes in trends in farming and
emergency situations.
The appeal for this type of program continued to en
list the interest of most farmers and all administrators
in the area. Larry J. Babin, parish superintendent,
and his successor, Gordon A. Webb, incumbent superinten
dent, contributed greatly towards the success of the
out-of-school program. Henry P. Glaze, R. E. Champagne,
and W. C. Brunson, principals of Gonzales, St. Amant,
and Dutchtown, respectively, gave much support to this
cooperative effort.
Their continued cooperation in the
development of the program has resulted in more interest
in agriculture for the communities.
The board of education for Ascension Parish has many
times commended the program in vocational agriculture
for its intercommunity cooperative activities.
Presently,
it finances an annual meeting for this group which is
held during the summer months as a culmination of the
year's activities.
This activity combines an instruc
tional and conference period usually conducted by the
three teachers of vocational agriculture and climaxed
by an informal supper.
Today, some ten years after its inception, the idea
of the joint meetings in vocational agriculture for
adults in these three communities continues to enjoy
much participation by its members even to a greater
extent than ever before.
This fact is sustained even
with the consideration that two large industrial plants
are now located in the immediate vicinity of these com
munities.
Farmers, businessmen, and administrators look
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with pride to the past and continue to participate in
a program planned with the agricultural and citizen
ship needs of the community in mind.

A Look Into the Future
Change is occurring very rapidly in the mechanization
of agriculture, and there is little doubt that this trend
will continue in the future.

These changes will present a

great challenge to agricultural education at the adult level.
H.

N. Hunsicker of the Agricultural Education Ser

vice, U. S. Office of Education, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (Washington, D.C.) made the following
comments on the trends in vocational agriculture and educa
tion in agricultural mechanics at the Summer Institute in
Agricultural Mechanics at the Virginia Polytechnical Institute
in Blacksburg, Virginia in the summer of 1970:

(78:59-62)

Agricultural engineering as a profession has made
dramatic strides in the past 30 years and deserves much
credit for the mechanical advances in the industry of
agriculture today. You are acquainted with the wide
range of technical advancements which, in a short period
of time, have created an evolution of farm power and
machines.
From horses, steam threshers and walking
cultivators have evolved today's big tractors, combines
and complex agricultural machinery. What is not often
recognized is the importance of education in bringing
about this mechanical revolution.
Agricultural engineers project that as many exciting
developments in mechanization are ahead in the next 30
years as have taken place in the past 30 years.
But,
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whatever technological advances lie ahead, one thing is
certain, education will be required to narrow the lag
between research and development and practical applica
tion. No machine is better than man's understanding of
it and his skill and ability to use it. Adequate train
ing, therefore, is essential if the machinery is to
serve the owner efficiently and make a profit fcr the
manufacturer as well.
Obviously everyone gains by edu
cation and training in agricultural mechanization.
For
this reason both of our professional groups have been
and will continue to be closely allied.
Paralleling the dramatic strides in agricultural
engineering are equally exciting changes in vocational
agricultural education. Often these changes are not as
obvious but they are just as dramatic, reflecting the
growth and development of the agriculture industry.
Prior to 1963, vocational agriculture by law was de
signed chiefly to prepare youth and adults to farm.
Actually, however when one analyzed the needs of farmers
and the variety of subjects taught in agriculture, the
program served well as an introduction to many different
careers in agriculture.
Classroom subjects including
agricultural chemicals, insecticides, animal nutrition,
genetics, record keeping, finance, farm mechanics and
conservation have stimulated hundreds of youth to speci
alize in these agricultural related fields.
The Vocational Education Acts of 1963 and 1968
broadened the scope of vocational education in agricul
ture to include "training for agricultural occupations
both on and off the farm." It also stressed greater
concern for persons of all ages — both youth and
adults — in all types of communities, including rural
and urban.
It required that teachers work with the dis
advantaged and the handicapped and provided for programs
in secondary school, post-secondary institutions,
residential schools and private schools. Finally the
new Vo-Ed. Acts stressed the value of cooperative work
experience, research, teacher education and other auxili
ary services.
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The term vocational agriculture gradually is giving
way to "vocational agri-business education." The new
look in the vo-ag program identifies seven clusters of
occupations including farming, agriculture supplies/
services, agricultural mechanics, agriculture production/
processing, ornamental horticulture, agricultural re
sources and forestry.
Generally most agriculture occu
pations can be classified tinder one of these areas. The
areas, however, are subject to modification as the need
arises.
Agriculture engineers will continue to be the profes
sional group providing agri-mechanics instruction for
teachers of agriculture.
For this reason, it is important
that we be aware that teachers trained in the 70's will
be teaching students who will own, manage and operate
machinery in the year 2,000 and beyond. Obviously, the
agri-mechanics instruction today must be relevant to
farming and agri-business needs of the future. Most
agriculture engineers, manufacturers and leaders in
agri-business have some knowledge of the machinery pro
jected to the year 2,000. Encourage all of these individ
uals to join agriculture educators in developing curriculums and courses of study to prepare teachers and students
for years ahead.
According to C. C. Eustace:

(36:167) the ultimate

goal of farm mechanics training should be the ability to
protect the investment in farm power, machinery, buildings,
and equipment through proper operation, adjustment, preven
tive maintenance, and repair with minor construction projects
also being a part of the goal.

Concluding Statement
The literature related to adult education in farm
mechanization suggests that there is a continuous need for
training of this nature.
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Agriculture instructors are confronted with the
problem of knowing what to teach.

Since the needs of

farmers are the foundation for adult education in vocational
agriculture, it is imperative that their needs be accurately
assessed and met.
The preceding pages of this chapter do not begin to
exhaust the literature that relates to articles and research
concerning agricultural mechanization.

All of the literature

cited in the Selected Bibliography were not directly used
in this chapter.

The readings, however, provided a more

inclusive view into this subject, agricultural mechanization.

CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

In a society where the ultimate is of a pragmatic
nature, innovation has become a necessity.

Changes in the

mechanization of agriculture over a period of time have
caused leaders to periodically reevaluate their educational
programs.

As a result, changes of objectives have occurred

from time to time.
Agricultural education has been the vanguard of
effective development of adult education programs for many
years.

Most teachers in agricultural education will accept

the necessity for adult education in agriculture.

Accord

ing to Bender and others (l:vii), "Few teachers will argue
with statements like the following:
To remain a productive citizen, an individual must be
engaged actively in continuous learning throughout his
lifetime.
Adults will participate in educational programs if
the programs are designed to meet their needs to im
prove their businesses or to be more successful
citizens.
Generally the adult program in agriculture is not the
teacher's program; it is shared with the students.
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Technology in agriculture makes it necessary for
adults to stay abreast of constant changes in mechanization.
The vocational agricultural teacher could have a great
influence in helping to close the ever increasing technologi
cal gap between farmers and their machinery.

The role of

the teacher of vocational agriculture is very important in
this phase of the program.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the
agricultural mechanization needs of a selected group of
farmers throughout Louisiana in am attempt to secure infor
mation which may be used as a guide in planning adult
education programs:
The following objectives served as guidelines:
1.

To describe the status of mechanization on the farms
studied.

2.

To determine the association of selected variables,
(type of farming, size of farm, age and education
of the farmer), with the level of importance as
signed by the farmers involved to selected
mechanical skills and abilities.

3.

To determine the level of importance of selected
mechanical skills and abilities needed by selec
ted farmers in Louisiana.

4.

To explore possibilities of and make recommendations
on content to be included in the agricultural
mechanization phase of adult education in vocation
al agriculture.
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The following pages are devoted to an analysis and
explanation of data acquired through the responses of
farmers in Louisiana selected for this research.
A variety of statistical tools were used to analyze
the collected data, more specifically:
statistics,

(2) analysis of variance,

(1) descriptive
(3) orthogonal

comparisons, and (4) coefficient of correlation.
Descriptive statistics were used to describe the
population being studied while inferential statistical
procedures were used to measure various relationships and
differences concerning individual and group responses to
selected skills and abilities.

Distribution by Farm Type
A distribution by farm types in Table I reveals
that 41 or 22.7 per cent were crop farmers, 32 or 17.7 per
cent, dairy farmers, and 28 or 15.5 per cent, livestock
farmers.

The remaining 80 or 44.2 per cent were diversi

fied farmers because they had no special enterprise that
contributed 50 per cent of more to their annual gross
income.
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TABLE I

FARMERS SURVEYED BY FARM TYPE

Number

Per Cent

Crop Farmers

41

22.65

Dairy Farmers

32

17.68

Livestock Farmers

28

15.47

Diversified Farmers

80

44.20

181

100.00

Total (N)

Age of Farmers
Data in Table II reveal that slightly more than 53
per cent of the farmers in this study were between the ages
of 35 and 50 years, with a mean age of 44.

As would be

expected there are only two respondents who are full time
farmers beyond the normal retirement age of 65.

This was

also true at the age level of under 20, where there were
only two respondents reporting.

CF
Age

No.

Under 20
20 - 25
25 - 30
30 - 35
35 - 40
40 - 45
45 - 50
50 - 55
55 - 60
60 - 65
Over 65
Total

2
0
1
4
6
7
10
5
4
2
0
41

Per
Cent
4.88
0.00
2.44
9.76
14.63
17.07
24.39
12.19
9.76
4.88
0.00
100.00

TABLE II
FARMERS AGE BY FARM TYPE
DF
LF
Per
Per
No.
Cent
No.
Cent
0
1
4
4
5
7
8
1
1
1
0
32

0.00
3.13
12.50
12.50
15.60
21.88
25.00
3.13
3.13
3.13
0.00
100.00

0
0
1
2
5
5
3
5
3
3
1
28

0.00
0.00
3.57
7.15
17.86
17.86
10.71
17.85
10.71
10.71
3.57
100.00

DIV
No.
0
3
4
4
13
12
15
13
11
4
1
80

TOTAL
Per
Cent

0.00
3.75
5.00
5.00
16.25
15.00
18.75
16.25
13.75
5.00
1.25
100.00

No.
2
4
10
14
29
31
36
24
19
10
2
181

Per
Cent
1.10
2.21
5.52
7.75
16.02
17.13
19.89
13.26
10.50
5.52
1.10
100.00

Mean Age
CF
43.46

DF
40.44

LF
46.96

DIV
44.93

Average Mean
44.12

Educational Level of Fanners
Today's successful farm operator, as viewed by the
professional agricultural worker, would seem to need a rela
tively broad education in plant and animal life, farm
mechanics, business principles, economics and management.
Yet, the general public often assumes that the farm popula
tion is on or near the bottom of the educational ladder.
The farmers surveyed for this study proved this assumption
false.

Information in Table III reveal that 58.6 per cent

of the farmers have a high school education or better?
12.7 per cent have one or more years of college? and 13.3
per cent are college graduates.

It was also disclosed that

14 respondents continued their formal education after gradu
ating from college.

Four respondents reported less than

five years of formal education.

The mean years of formal

education was 11.5 years.

Years of Farming Experience
The mean number of years experience in farming was
reported to be 20.7.

A perusal of Table IV reveals that

128, or 58.0 per cent, of the respondents have 20 or more
years experience in farming with 41, or 22.65 per cent,
reporting more them 30 years in the vocation.

It is

TABLE III
FARMERS EDUCATION BY FARM TYPE
Years Of
Formal
Education
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
More than
16
Total

CF
No.

Per
Cent

1
3
5
3
5
6
7
2
1
2
2

2.44
7.31
12.20
7.32
12.20
14.66
17.03
4.88
2.44
4.88
4.88

4
41

9.76
100.00

CF
11.32

DIV

LF

DF

Per
Cent

3.57
3.57
10.71
3.57
0.00
7.14
46.44
0.00
3.57
3.57
3.57

TOTAL

No.

Per
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

1
1
0
2
2
6
4
3
5
7
25
6
5
1
7

1.25
1.25
0.00
2.50
2.50
7.50
5.00
3.75
6.25
8.75
31.25
7.50
6.25
1.25
8.75

1
1
0
2
5
11
13
7
15
20
59
9
9
5
10

0.56
0.56
0.00
1.10
2.76
6.08
7.18
3.87
8.29
11.05
32.60
4.97
4.97
2.76
5.52

4
14.29
3.13
5
1
100.00
32
100.00
28
80
Mean Years of Formal Education
DF
LF
DIV
11.44
11.47
12.04

6.25
100.00

14
181

7.73
100.00

No.

1
1
1
0
5
5
14
1
2
1
0

Per
Cent

3.13
3.13
3.13
0.00
15.63
15.63
43.71
3.13
6.25
3.13
0.00

No.

1
1
3
1
0
2
13
0
1
1
1

Average Mean
11.51

U1
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TABLE IV
NUMBER OF YEARS IN FARMING BY FARM TYPE

Per
Cent

No.

Per
Cent

NO.

Per
Cent

No.

Less than 5

0

0.00

2

6.25

1

3.57

2

5-9

9

21.95

5

15.62

1

3.57

10

10 - 14

5

12.20

3

9.38

5

17.86

15 - 19

3

7.32

8

25.00

4

20 - 24

8

19.50

8

25.00

25 - 30

5

12.20

4

11
41

26.83
100.00

2
32

CF
20.78

DF

DF
16.88

TOTAL

DIV

No.

More than
30
Total

CF

LF

No. of Years
In
Farming

No.

Per
Cent

5

2.76

12.50

25

13.81

10

12.50

23

12.71

14.29

8

10.00

23

12.71

5

17.86

17

21.25

38

20.99

12.50

3

10.71

14

17.50

26

14.36

6.25
100.00

9
28

32.14
100.00

19
80

23.75
100.00

41
181

22.65
100.00

LF
22.64

DIV
21.58

Per
Cent
2.50

Average Mean
on
20.73
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interesting to note that the mean age of the dairy farmer
is lower than the other three types which may lend evidence
for a differing of opinions of this group when compared with
the views of the other three later in this chapter.

Farm Size
To ascertain size, respondents were asked to indi
cate the number of acres in their farming operation.

An

analysis of Table V reveals that the average size was
476.7 acres.

Six men had a farm of over 1,500 acres,

while 13 reported an operation of under 50 acres.

One

hundred and two farms, or 56.3 per cent, ranged from 50 to
400 acres.

Degree of Mechanization
A review of Table VI revealed the frequency and
distribution of selected machinery and equipment on farms
surveyed in the investigation.

Data indicate an average

of 1.97 or nearly two trucks on each of the 181 farms
cooperating in this study.

Data show that there were

over three tractors per farm.

With an average of two

trucks and three tractors on the surveyed farms, it be
comes evident from the very beginning that the respondents
need mechanical skills and abilities.

TABLE V
SIZE OF FARMING OPERATION BY FARM TYPE

Acres

No.

Per
Cent

Less than
50
50 - 99
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-599
600-699
700-799
800-899
900-999
1,000-1,499
1,500-1,999
2,000-3,000
Total

4
7
10
5
2
1
4
1
1
1
1
4
0
0
41

9.76
17.07
24.39
12.20
4.86
2.44
9.76
2.44
2.44
2.44
2.44
9.76
0.00
0.00
100.00

CF
425.66

LF

DF

CF
No.

0
2
11
6
4
1
1
3
1
1
0
2
0
0
32

DF
353.31

Per
Cent

No.

DTV
Per
Cent

No.

0.00
3
6
10.71
6.25
6
21.45
11
34.35
6
3
10.71
18.75
4
14.29
10
12.50
10.71
12
3
3.13
3
9
10.71
3.13
1
3.57
1
9.38
3
3
10.71
3.13
0
0.00
1
3.13
0
0.00
4
0.00
0
0.00
1
6.25
11
1
3.57
0
0.00
3
0.00
2
0.00
1
3.57
100.00
100.00
28
80
Mean Farm Size
LF
DIV
594.31
356.68

TOTAL
Per
Cent

No

Per
Cent

7.50
13.75
7.50
12.50
15.00
11.25
1.25
3.75
1.25
5.00
1.25
13.75
3.75
2.50
100.00

13
26
30
25
21
14
7
10
3
6
2
18
3
3
181

7.18
14.36
16.57
13.84
11.60
7.73
3.87
5.52
1.66
3.31
1.10
9.94
1.66
1.66
100.00

Total Average
476.74

to
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A further appraisal of Table VI indicated that the
more specialized a machine is, the less likely it is to be
found on all types of farms.

Examples of specialized

equipment not reported on dairy and livestock farms were:
cane cutters, cane loaders, cotton pickers, and potato
diggers.

This was to be expected, however.

Further analy

sis of these data reveal that over 50 per cent of the
farmers own hay balers, 6 in 10 farmers own electric welders
and 5 of every 10 farmers maintain acetylene rigs in their
farm shops.
The logical approach to the problem of identifying
agricultural mechanical skills that should be taught in
adult education courses in agriculture would be to survey
individuals who are earning a livelihood by farming.

A

questionnaire containing items relating to mechanical skills
and abilities in agricultural mechanization was used to
determine the level of importance assigned to individual
items by selected farmers throughout Louisiana
As a means of determining importance of specific
skills and abilities, farmers were asked to evaluate 62
items listed under six Major Divisions.

The Major Divisions

and skills subordinate to each division were selected by
the writer from a review of related literature, consultation

TABLE VI
MACHINERY DISTRIBUTION BY FARM TYPE
CF
Mean

DF
Mean

LF

DIV
Mean
No.

TOTAL
No.
Mean

No.

Mean

1.93

38

1.35

169

2.11

356

1.97

76

2.38

51

1.82

252

3.15

571

3.15

.36

4

.13

2

.07

45

.56

66

.36

17

.41

0

0.00

0

0.00

10

.12

27

.15

20

.49

0

0.00

0

0.00

11

.14

31

.17

Cotton Pickers

6

.14

0

0.00

0

0.00

8

.10

14

.08

Potato Diggers

4

.10

0

0.00

0

0.00

7

.09

11

.06

Hay Balers

8

.20

29

.91

18

.64

47

.59

102

.56

Corn Pickers

6

.15

2

.06

1

.04

7

.09

16

.09

Forage Harvesters

2

.05

13

.05

1

.04

12

.15

28

.15

Electric Welders

35

.85

18

.56

10

.36

50.

.63

113

.62

Acetylene Rigs

29

.71

13

.41

5

.17

48

.60

95

.52

No.

Description

No.

Trucks

87

2.12

62

Tractors

192

4.68

Combines

15

Cane Cutters
Cane Loaders
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with associates, and suggestions of the validating commit
tee .
For reference to mean scores, the following scale
was used in determining the importance of each skill as
perceived by participants:
Of No
Importance
1

Of Little
Importance
2

Important
3

Very
Important
4

Extremely
Important
5

For purposes of interpretation, true numbers were
assigned in the following manner:
Extremely Important-------------- ---4.51
Very Important—

- 5.00

■— — ------------ 3.51 - 4.50

Important----------,----------- ----- 2.51 - 3.50
Of Little Importance-------------- 1.51
Of No Importance-------------- -----

- 2.50

1.00 - 1.50

The analysis of variance statistical procedure was
used to determine whether significant differences existed
between ratings of importance made by each of the four
groups.

The null hypothesis that no true differences ex

isted between the responses of the groups was tested by
dividing the "among group" variance by the "within group"
variance, and the resulting ratio (F) compared with the
largest possible number that could appear by chance.
level of significance adopted for this study was .05.

The
The
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F-ratio test of significance does not tell which means
differ significantly, but that differences do exist.

When

the F value was not significant there was no further test
ing, as this was an indication that there were no mean
differences greater than those which could be expected by
chance. Where

significantdifferences existed among the

responses of the four farming groups, a set of three
orthogonal comparisons was made.

These three compari

sons are described as follows:
1-

The responses of the Crop Farmers (CF) were
compared with the average responses of the other
three groups (Comparison 1).

2-

The responses of the Dairy Farmers (DF) were
compared with the average responses of the two
remaining groups— Crop Fanners excluded (Compari
son 2) .

3-

The responses of the Livestock Fanners (LF)
were compared with the responses of the Diversified
Farmers (DIV) (Comparison 3).
These comparisons were made in an attempt to furnish

some indication of the source or sources of the differences.

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance
Responses of the four fanner groups with reference to
Agricultural Construction and Maintenance skills and abilities
were analyzed in Table VII.

TABLE VII
MEAN RESPONSES OF FOUR TYPES OF FARMERS AS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE SKILLS AND ABILITIES TO A FARM OPERATION

Skills and Abilities
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Plan, equip, arrange and manage a farm
shop
Select hand and power tools and shop
equipment, considering such factors
as make, models, sizes and grades
Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely
use common shop tools and equipment
Install, safely use, service and
maintain power tools (found in
Agricultural Mechanics shops)
Select metal for farm jobs
Hot metal work, including bending, shap
ing, annealing, heat treating, and
hardsurfacing (blacksmithing)
Cold metal work, including cutting,
bending and fastening
Sheet metal work, including cutting,
bending, and fastening
Pipe and tubing work; making plumb
ing repairs

CF

Mean Responsesi
DF
LF
DIV

Average
Mean
Responses F-Ratio

3.85

3.56

3.42

3.61

3.56

.72

3.39

3.66

3.32

3.50

3.48

1.07

3.54

4.13

3.86

3.73

3.77

2.90*

3.71
3.20

4.25
3.44

3.57
2.64

3.69
3.20

3.77
3.15

1.72b
1.71b

3.05

2.88

2.54

2.91

2.88

1.6015

2.88

3.00

2.82

2.90

2.90

.08

2.61

2.88

2.68

2.78

2.74

.36

3.00

3.63

3.18

3.26

3.25

2.12b

Table VII (Continued)
Mean Responses
DF
LF

CF
Skills and Abilities
10. Select lumber, hardward and other
building materials and calculate
3.34
4.16
3.46
bills of material
11. Construct and maintain farm build
4.41
3.79
3.71
ings and equipment
12. Painting, apply wood preservatives
3.32
3.94
3.32
of all types, spray painting
13. Construct and maintain adequate fences,
(permanent and temporary)
3.23
4.50
3.86
14. Tie the more important rope knots and
2.41
hitches; make splices and halters
2.37
3.00
15. Recognize dangers and hazards connected
with the use of tools and equipment
and guard against them
4.39
4.50
3.96
16. Ability to weld with the electric
3.75
cure welder
4.17
3.46
17. Ability to weld with oxyacetylene gas
3.66
3.25
3.18
18. Ability to cut with an oxyacetylene
3.75
torch
4.10
3.46
19. Ability to solder
3.44
2.88
3.00
Division Mean
3.42
3.63
3.29
NOTE: CF = Crop Fanners; DF = Dairy Farmers; LF = Livestock
DIV = Diversified Farmers
* = Significant at the .05 level of confidence,
b = Significant at the .25 level of confidence.

DIV

Average
Mean
Responses F-Ratio

3.50

3.57

2.40b

3.96

3.96

2.51*

3.43

3.48

.82

4.00

3.89

7.99*

2.55

2.55

2.68*

4.16

4.24

2.01b

3.90
3.59

3.86
3.48

1.5&
.88

3.82
3.84
3-15
3.18
3.45
3.46
Farmers;

1.44b
.39
1.31

ON

00
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Of 19 activities listed under this division, all
received an average mean response of 2.55 or higher from
each farm group.

The lowest rating, 2.55, was given,

"Tie the more important rope knots and hitches? make
splices and halter," —
rating of 4.24 —

Important —

Very Important —

while the highest
was given for "Recog

nize dangers and hazards connected with the use of tools
and equipment and guard against them."
The average of the four groups of participants for
this division was 3.45.

The dairy farmers indicated a

Very Important rating, while the other three groups rated
these skills as being Important to their farming programs.
The range for the four groups was fairly narrow, however,
with a low response of 3.29 —

Important —

listed by the

livestock farmers and a high reading of 3.63 indicated by
the dairy group.
Data in Table VII reveal that significant differences
at the .05 level existed among the farmers' responses to
four of the 19 skills.

Eight other skills were significant

at the .25 level of confidence.

All skills in the analysis

of variance test with a probability of .25 or less were
subjected to the individual comparison test as shown in
Table VIII and either accepted or rejected at the .05 level.

TABLE VIII
THREE COMPARISONS OF GROUP RESPONSES TO SKILLS AND ABILITY RELATED TO
AGRICULTURE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Skills and Abilities
3.

4.

9.
10.

11.

13.

14.

Level of Significance (F-Value)
Comparison Comparison Comparison
Onea
Two
Three

Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use common
shop tools and equipment

8.35*

2.86

.76

Install, safely use, service and maintain power
tools (found in Agricultural Mechanics shops)

4.28*

3.62

.01

Pipe and tubing work; making plumbing repairs

5.71*

1.28

.21

Select lumber, hardware and other building
materials and calculate bills of material

6.24*

4.57*

.02

Construct and maintain farm buildings and
equipment

6.26*

2.74

.65

18.11*

.31

.16

3.89

.01

4.01*

Construct and maintain adequate fences,
(permanent and temporary)
Tie the more important rope knots and hitches;
make splices and halters
NOTE:

‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
aDescription of a comparison on page 66.
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Significant differences are noted in activities
(4),

(5), (6),

(18).

(9), (10),

(11),

(13),

(14),

(15),

(3),

(16), and

The ratings given the other seven skills showed no

significant differences, indicating that these items were
agreed upon by the four groups of farmers.
When the three comparisons were made, as revealed in
Table VIII, seven skills of the twelve which were further
tested were significant at the .05 level.

It was shown that

the crop fanners differed significantly in their responses
to six of the seven skills when compared to the other three
groups.
hitches;

Activity (14) "Tie the more important rope knots and
make splices and halters," was the only activity that

crop farmers and the remaining groups agreed upon.
Comparison Two, which excludes crop farmers, showed
that the dairy farmers when compared to the remaining two
groups, differed significantly on only one of the seven
activities.

The difference was noted in skill (10) "Selec

ting lumber, hardware, and other building materials, and
calculate bills of material."

It is interesting to note that

dairy farmers gave this entire division a higher mean response
them any of the other groups.
The third comparison revealed that livestock and
diversified farmers responded differently on one skill.

This
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was number (14) "Tie the more Important rope knots and
hitches; make splices and halters." As would be expected,
the livestock farmers felt that this item was more important
than the diversified farmers.

It should be pointed out that

four of the skills in this division received a considerably
lower rating than the remaining 15,

Skills six, seven, eight

and fourteen had an average mean response of 2.76, Important
—

while the remaining 15 skills averaged 3.63, Very Important.
A summary of Agricultural Construction and Maintenance

revealed the division had a rank order of third in the six
divisions of this study.
was 3.45, Important.

The mean response for the division

The dairy fanners gave the highest rank,

with 3.63; followed by the diversified farmers with 3.46,
crop farmers 3.42 and livestock farmers with 3.29.

Agricultural Power Units, Tractors
and Related Field Machines
An analysis of responses of the importance of
Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and Related Field Machines
is presented in Table IX.
Data for this division reveal a me am rating of 4.02
indicating it to be Very Important.

Of the eight skills

listed for this division, all received a rating of 3.43 and
above from each group responding.

The lowest rating went to

TABLE IX
MEAN RESPONSES OF FOUR TYPES OF FARMERS AS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE POWER
UNITS, TRACTORS AND RELATED FIELD MACHINES SKILLS AND ABILITIES
TO A FARM OPERATION

Skills and Abilities
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CF

Preventive maintenance and service on farm
tractors, field equipment and stationary
4.54
engines
Overhaul internal combustion engines;
make repairs and replace parts, such as
clutches, brakes, starters, generators,
4.24
ignition points, waterpumps, etc.
Operate, service, maintain, and repair
small gasoline engines
3.61
Prepare machinery and equipment for
3.85
storage
Adjust farm implements under field con
ditions for maximum efficiency
4.54
Keep records of maintenance and repair on
machinery and equipment
3.73
Service machinery and equipment accord
4.05
ing to operators manual
Operate the farm tractor and equipment
safely
4.59
Division Mean
4.14
NOTE: CF = Crop Farmers; DF = Dairy Farmers;
DIV = Diversified Farmers
* = Significant at the .05 level of confidence,
b = Significant at the .25 level of confidence.

Mean Responses
DF
LF

DIV

Average
Mean
Responses F-Ratio

4.59

4.18

4.36

4.41

1.08

3.50

3.43

3.93

3.85

3.93*

3.06

3.43

3.48

3.43

.83

4.03

3.79

3.80

3.85

1.37

4.50

3.79

4.39

4.35

5.23*

3.81

3.25

3.69

3.65

2.14b

4.31

4.14

4.06

4.12

2.15b

4.52
4.46
4.29
4.81
4.02
4.02
3.79
4.07
LF = Livestock Farmers;

.71
1.79
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"Operate the Farm Tractor and Equipment Safely."
Although the four groups assigned a combined average
rating of 4.02 —

Very Important —

to the division data

indicate significant differences existed among their respons
es.

In Table IX, these differences were noted in activities:

(2) Overhaul internal combustion engines; make repairs and
replace parts, such as clutches, brakes, starters, generators,
ignition points, water pumps, etc.;

(5) Adjust farm imple

ments under field conditions for maximum efficiency;

(6)

Keep records of maintenance and repair on machinery and
equipment and;

(7) Service machinery and equipment according

to operators manual.

The responses to the other four skills

showed no significant differences.

Therefore the indications

were that most skills in the section were considered to be
Important by the four groups of farmers.
Data in Table X, reveal that crop farmers differed
significantly with the other three groups in their evaluation
of two of the three activities found to be significant at the
.05 level of confidence.

These two activities were numbers:

(2) Overhaul internal combustion engines; make repairs and
replace parts, such as clutches, brakes, starters, generators,
ignition points, water pumps, etc.; and (7) Service machinery
and equipment according to operators manual.

Skill number

TABLE X
THREE COMPARISONS OF GROUP RESPONSES TO SKILLS AND ABILITIES RELATED TO
AGRICULTURAL POWER UNITS, TRACTORS AND RELATED FIELD MACHINES

Skills and Abilities
2.

5.

7.

Level of Significance (F-Value)
Comparison Comparison Comparison
Onea
Two
Three

Overhaul internal combustion engines; make re**
pairs and replace parts, such as clutches,
brakes, starters, generators, ignition points,
waterpumps, etc.

4.09*

1.32

2.30

Adjust farm implements under field conditions
for maximum efficiency

1.96

2.84

8.66*

Service machinery and equipment according to
operators manual

5.37*

1.64

1.61

NOTE: *Significant at the .05 level of confidence,
description of a comparison on page 66.

■-j
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(5), Adjust farm implements under field conditions for maxi
mum efficiency, was found to be significantly different at
the .05 level on Comparison 3, equating livestock farmers
with the diversified group.

At a glance it was determined

that the livestock group felt this skill to be less impor
tant than the other three groups.
A summary of data in Table IX reveal that the division
ranked first of the six divisions selected for this study.
The mean response given this division by the four farmer
groups was 4.02 —

Very Important.

The crop farmers gave

the highest average response with 4.14, followed by dairy
farmers with 4.07, diversified farmers 4.02, and livestock
farmers, 3.79.

Soil And Water Management
There were variations in responses among the four
groups toward skills included in Soil and Water Management.
Eight out of the eleven skills were subjected to individual
comparisons in Table XII.

Significant differences were re

vealed in responses to the following activities:

(1) Set

up and use the farm level and record field notes;

(2) Measure

distances, calculate areas, do topography surveying, and
read and draw topographic maps;

(3) Construct terraces and/or

TABLE XI
MEAN RESPONSES OF FOUR TYPES OF FARMERS AS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF SOIL AND WATER MANAGE
MENT SKILLS AND ABILITIES TO A FARM OPERATION

Skills and Abilities
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
LO.
LI.

Set up and use the farm level and record
field notes
Measure distances, calculate areas, do
topography surveying, and read and
draw topographic maps
Construct terraces and/or levees and
contours
Maintain terraces and/or levees and
contours
Plan and install a sprinkler, drip or
flood irrigation system
Pollution control in runoff water
Develop a soil profile map
Interpret land use maps
Construct and maintain drainage system
Estimate cost of draining and/or irri
gation systems
Construct and maintain farm ponds and
waterways
Division Mean
NOTE:

CF

Mean Responses
DF
LF

DIV

Average
Mean
Responses F-Ratic

2.98

3.09

2.57

3.03

2.96

.56^

2.95

2.66

2.29

2.75

2.71

1.96b

2.80

3.19

2.54

3.18

2.99

2.18b

2.83

3.28

2.57

3.16

3.02

1.90b

2.68
2.90
2.51
2.90
3.98

2.00
3.63
2.81
3.03
3.72

2.00
2.82
2.14
2.29
2.89

2.45
3.03
2.59
3.20
3.88

2.35
3.07
2.54
2.96
3.72

1.52b
.45
.65
3.99*
6.60*

3.41

2.78

2.54

3.14

3.04

2.86*

3.17
3.01

3.72
3.08

3.36
2.55

2.99
3.03

3.22
2.96

.54
1.76

* = Significant at the .05 level of confidence,
b = Significant at the .25 level of confidence.

TABLE XII
THREE COMPARISONS OF GROUP RESPONSES TO SKILLS AND ABILITIES RELATED TO SOIL AND
WATER MANAGEMENT

Skills and Abilities
2.

Measure distances, calculate areas, do
topography surveying, and read and draw
topographic maps

8.

Interpret land use maps

9.

Construct and maintain drainage system

10.

Level of Significance (F-Value)
Comparison Comparison Comparison
Two
Onea
Three

4.26*
.08

10.88*

11.55*

.72

10.08*

6.60*

.38

2.31

‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence,
description of a comparison on page 66.

1.76

1.50

Estimate cost of draining and/or
irrigation systems

NOTE:

.16
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levees and contours;
and contours;

(4) Maintain terraces and/or levees

(5) Plan and install a sprinkler, drip or

flood irrigation system (8) Interpret land use maps,

(9)

Construct and maintain drainage systems; and (10) Esti
mate cost of draining and/or irrigation systems.
this division reveal a mean response of 2.96, —
—

Data for
Important

for the four groups surveyed.
As shown in Table XII —

Comparison One —

the crop

farmers' responses were significantly different from those
of their counterparts on three of the four skills which were
statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence.
These were:

(2) Measure distances, calculate areas, do topo

graphy surveying, and read and draw topographic maps;

(9)

Construct and maintain drainage system; and (10) Estimate
cost of draining and/ox irrigation systems.
In Comparison Two, it was interesting to note that
the dairy fanners were in agreement with the remaining two
groups in all skills related to Soil and Water Management.
In Comparison Three when livestock farmers were
compared to diversified farmers, significant differences
were found in two of the four skills, namely:

(8) Interpret

land use maps, and (9) Construct and maintain drainage
systems.

The diversified farmers gave a higher rating to

these two skills than did the livestock group.

TABLE XIII

_

MEAN RESPONSES OF FOUR TYPES OF FARMERS AS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE
ELECTRICITY SKILLS AND ABILITIES TO A FARM OPERATION
Average
Me am Responses____________
Mean
Skills and Abilities_____________________________ CF
DF
LF
DIV
Responses F-Ratio
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Understand electrical terminology and
theory of circuits
Service and maintain electric motors
Select proper size and type of
electrical wire
Select the proper size and type of
electric motors
Ability to figure the cost of
electricity
Ability to plan and wire the
farmstead
Evaluate wiring and rewiring for
adequacy, convenience and safety
Division Mean

3.56
3.20

3.81
3.78

3.68
3.07

3.49
3.16

3.59
3.27

.37
.93

3.51

4.13

3.64

3.56

3.66

.44

3.49

4.28

3.57

3.60

3.69

.68

2.93

3.31

3.07

2.96

3.03

.06

3.32

3.75

3.32

3.44

3.45

.09

3.61
3.37

3.94
3.86

3.50
3.41

3.60
3.40

3.65
3.48

.10
.26
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In summary, Soil and Water Management data revealed
that this division ranked last among the six divisions
selected for this study.

The mean response given the

division by the four groups of respondents was 2.96 —
Important.

The dairy farmers gave the highest average

response of 3.08.

They were followed by the diversified

group with 3.03, crop fanners 3.01, and livestock farmers,
2.55.

Agricultural Electricity
The four farmer groups participating in this study
were asked to evaluate the division of Agricultural Electri
city according to their concept of its importance to a
successful farming operation.

These data in Table XIII

reveal the results of their responses.

As shown in this

table, all skills received a rating of 3.03 or better,
indicating the divisions' importance to a farming operation.
The overall rating of this division, Agricultural Electri
city, received a mean score of 3.48 indicating it to be on
the borderline of —

Very Important, as a group of skills

needed for success in farming.

Data also indicate that

there was very little variation among the mean response of
all four groups with respect to the degree of importance
conceived for this division.

There were no significant
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differences indicated at the .05 or .25 level for the seven
skills listed.
Agricultural Electricity ranked second in order of
importance by the four groups of responding farmers.
previously stated, it drew a mean of 3.48.

As

The dairy group

was highest in their ranking with an average of 3.86, —
Very Important.

Other rankings were livestock farmers 3.41,

diversified farmers 3.40, and the crop farmers 3.37.

Agricultural Structures and
Environment
The division, Agricultural Structures and Environ
ment, was considered important by the four groups respond
ing to the study.

Data in Table XIV indicate that the

four groups combined gave this division a rating of 3.40
—

Important.

Every group except the dairy farmers, rated

this division —
as being —

Important.

The dairy farmers rated it

Very Important.

With the exception of one, all of the skills in
this division were rated above 3.00.

Number (8), Install

and maintain manure disposal systems, had a mean response
of 2.97.
Significant differences were noted in skills:
Determine the building requirements of a particular

(1)
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farmstead;

(6) Install and maintain farm water systems;

and (8) Install and maintain manure disposal systems.
The ratings given the other eight skills showed no signifi
cant differences.

This indicated that these, along with

the overall rating given this division, were considered
—

Important by the four groups of fanners.
When the three comparisons were conducted, as re

vealed by data in Table XV, it was shown that the crop
farmers differed significantly in their response to:
Install and maintain farm water systems.

(6)

The other two

skills mentioned from Table XIV were not found to be
statistically significant at the .05 level when subjected
to individual comparisons.
A summary of Agricultural Structures and Environ
ment reveal that this division had a rank order of fourth
in six divisions.

The mean response for this group of

skills and abilities was 3.40, —

Important.

Highest in

their average evaluation were the dairy farmers with 3.67,
followed by crop farmers with 3.26, diversified, 3.25, and
livestock farmers with 3.07.

TABLE XIV
MEAN RESPONSES OF FOUR TYPES OF FARMERS AS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURAL
STRUCTURES AND ENVIRONMENT SKILLS AND ABILITIES TO A FARM OPERATION
Average
Mean Responses
Mean
CF
DF
LF
DIV
Responses F-Ratio
Skills and Abilities
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Determine the building requirements for a
particular farmstead
Plan and construct farm buildings
Estimate quantities, select suitable
building materials, and compute costs
in farm building construction
Remodel and rearrange existing
buildings
Evaluate construction methods and stan
dard building materials to meet the
environmental requirements of farm
animals and poultry
Install and maintain farm water systems
Install and maintain farm sewage disposal
systems
Install and maintain manure disposal
systems
Install and maintain farm gas systems
Ability to place concrete and do masonry
jobs
Ability to read simple blueprints
Division Mean
NOTE:

3.49
3.85

3.91
3.97

3.43
3.61

3.44
3.75

3.53
3.79

1. 43b
.59

3.51

3.94

3.39

3.61

3.61

.63

3.20

3.78

3.46

3.39

3.43

1.16

3.05
3.49

3.75
4.25

3.43
3.71

3.34
3.74

3.36
3.77

.96
1.61b

3.24

4.09

3.39

3.28

3.43

.84

2.66
3.17

4.16
3.22

2.82
3.18

2.70
3.13

2.97
3.16

.34

2.85
3.32
3.26

3.59
3.38
3.R2

3.11
3.14
3.33

3.09
3.24
3.34

3.13
3.27
3.40

.34
.49
.66

‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence
^Significant at the .25 level of confidence
00

TABLE XV
THREE COMPARISONS OF GROUP RESPONSES TO SKILLS AND ABILITIES RELATED
TO AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES AND ENVIRONMENTS

Skills and Abilities

6.

Install and maintain farm water systems

NOTE:

Level of Significance (F-Value)
Comparison
Comparison Comparison
Onea
Two
Three

4.61*

2.39

.03

‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Description of a comparison on page 66.
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Processing, Handling and Storage
of Farm Materials
Skills and abilities of this nature lend themselves
more to a test when size of farm is correlated with impor
tance, rather than to type of farm.

This was indicated

due to the fact that, although there were no significant
differences specified, the means were very erratic when
compared to the other divisions.
The overall division mean expressed by the four
farmer groups was 3.28 —
(6)

Important.

Activity number

Recognize dangers in the use of the above machinery

and guard against unsafe practices, was the only activity
to receive a rating of 4.00 or better.
considered these skills —
the division 3.67.

The dairy farmers

Very Important, as they rated

The remaining three groups showed less

affinity for them with an evaluation of the division as
follows:

diversified farmers 3.25, crop farmers 3.18,

and livestock farmers 3.07.

Activity (3), Operate, adjust,

and maintain grinding machines such as hammer mills, burr
mills, feed mixers, etc., received the lowest rating at
2.96, as shown in Table XVI.
In summary, the division was ranked fifth —
to last —

by the four farming groups.

next

It drew an overall

TABLE XVI
MEAN RESPONSES OF FOUR TYPES OF FARMERS AS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF PROCESSING,
HANDLING AND STORAGE OF FARM MATERIALS SKILLS AND ABILITIES TO A FARM
OPERATION
Average
Mean Responses_______
Mean
CF
DF
LF
Skills and Abilities
DIV Responses F-Ratio
E

B

B

B

K

S

B

a a iB

B

a e B

B

S

S

S

E

S

S

S

a B

B

S

a B

S

B

1 . Understand the principles and application

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

of labor saving devices such as elevators 9
conveyors and associated processing and
3.32
storage equipment
Install and operate processing and hand
ling devices such as elevators, convey
ors, feed grinders, and automatic
feeding equipment
2.95
Operate, adjust, and maintain grinding
machines such as hammer mills, burr
mills, feed mixers, etc.
2.83
Operate and maintain grain storing,
2.93
drying and handling equipment
Evaluate storage facilities and
materials handling equipment for a
given farmstead
3.07
Recognize dangers in use of the above
machinery and guard against unsafe
practices
3.98
Division Mean
3.18
NOTE:

3.84

3.11

3.36

3.40

1.34

3.63

2.89

3.16

3.15

.37

3.41

2.86

2.88

2.96

.02

3.38

2.86

2.99

3.02

.06

3.47

2.96

3.08

3.13

1.17

4.31
3.67

3.75
3.07

4.03
3.25

4.02
3.28

.83
.39

‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
^Significant at the .25 level of confidence.
CO
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mean response of 3.28 —

Important.

to lowest were as follows:

Responses from highest

dairy farmers 3.67, diversified

farmers 3.25, crop farmers 3.18, and livestock farmers 3.07.
Coefficient of Correlation was utilized to deter
mine the relationship between age, education, size of farm
of respondent, and experience of the fanner, with their
ranking of importance of each of the 62 selected mechani
cal skills and abilities.

This statistical tool is essenti

ally thought of as a ratio which expresses the extent to
which changes in one variable are accompanied by or are
related to changes in a second variable.

The relationship

is expressed in a relative way on a scale that ranges from
-1 to +1.
It should be noted that correlation does not
necessarily indicate a cause and effect association between
two factors.

The correlation coefficient is an attempt to

summarize in one number the amount of relationship existing
between two things, for example, age of the farmer as rela
ted to the importance he placed on a certain skill.

Data

in Tables XVII through XL were analyzed using the Coeffici
ent of Correlation statistical test.
An "r" value of + or - .145 was found to be signifi
cant at the .05 level of confidence for all tests using the
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coefficient of correlation.

The closer the value is to a

+ or - 1, the more highly significant it will be, indicating
the closer the relationship of the two variables.

Correlation of Education of Respondent With
Levels of Importance Assigned to Sixty-Two
Selected Skills and Abilities Relative to
Agricultural Mechanization
Data in Tables XVII through XXII present results of
the test of the hypothesis which states:
The level of importance assigned to specific agricul
tural mechanical skills is not associated with the
educational level of respondents.

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance
Data in Table XVII show

the results of the degree

of association as measured and represented by the coeffici
ent of correlation between the importance assigned to skills
and the age of respondents in the area of Agricultural Con
struction and Maintenance.

Of the 19 skills and abilities

in this division, four were found to be significant at the
.05 level of significance.

Activities Number (11), Construct

and maintain farm buildings and equipment;

(12), Painting,

apply wood preservatives of all types, spray painting;

(14),

Tie the more important rope knots and hitches, make splices
and halters; and (15), Recognize dangers and hazards connected

TABLE XVII
CORRELATION OF YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Skills and Abilities

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

1.

Plan, equip, arrange and manage a farm shop

3.56

.06

2.

Select hand and power tools and shop equipment, consider
ing such factors as make, models, sizes and grades

3.48

.02

Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use common shop
tools and equipment

3.77

-.10

Install, safely use, service and maintain power tools
(found in Agricultural Mechanics shops)

3.77

-.06

5.

Select metal for farm jobs

3.15

-.06

6.

Hot metal work, including bending, shaping/ annealing,
heat treating, and hardsurfacing (blacksmithing)

2.88

-.01

7.

Cold metal work, including cutting, bending and fastening

2.74

-.01

8.

Sheet metal work, including cutting, bending, and fastening

2.74

-.01

9.

Pipe and tubing work; making plumbing repairs

2.25

-.14

Selecting lumber, hardware and other building materials and
calculate bills of material

3.57

-.14

3.

4.

10.

vo

o

Table XVII (Continued)

Skills and Abilities
11. Construct and maintain farm buildings and equipment
12.

Average
Mean
Responses
3.96

"r" Value
-.17*

Painting, apply wood preservatives of all types, spray
painting

3.48

-.18*

Construct and maintain adequate fences,
temporary)

3.89

-.09

Tie the more important rope knots and hitches; make
splices and halters

2.55

-.29*

Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the use of
tools and equipment and guard against them

4.24

-.16*

16.

Ability to weld with the electric arc welder

3.86

.09

17.

Ability to weld with oxyacetylene gas

3.48

-.07

18.

Ability to cut with an oxyacetylene torch

3.82

.08

19.

Ability to solder
Division Mean
NOTE: *Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

3.15
3.45

.06

13.

14.

15.

(permanent and
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with the use of tools and equipment and guard against them,
were found to be significant on the negative side which
indicated that the more formal education the farmers posses
sed, the less important he feels these skills are to a
farming operation.

Number (14), concerning the important

rope knots, was found to be highly significant with an "r"
value of -.29.

It is surprising to note that number (15)

Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the use of tools
and equipment and guard against them, was considered to be
less important by the respondents as they became more edu
cated.

This would probably indicate that the more formal

education a farmer has, the more he would tend to be in a
managerial position and the less he would be personally
involved in the actual hazards of the occupation.

Agricultural Power Units, and
Related Field Machines
Data in Table XVIII indicate the degree of associa
tion as represented by the coefficient of correlation between
the levels of importance assigned to skills in the area of
Agricultural Power Units, and Related Field Machines and
educational level of respondents.

None of these were found

to be significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Therefore,

the null hypothesis which states that the level of importance

TABLE XVIII
CORRELATION OF YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO SKILLS
IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL POWER UNITS, AND RELATED FIELD MACHINES________

Skills and Abilities

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

Preventive maintenance and service on farm tractors, field
equipment and stationary engines

4.41

.08

Overhaul internal combustion engines; make repairs and
replace parts, such as clutches, brakes, starters,
generators, ignition points, waterpumps, etc.

3.85

-.08

Operate, service, maintain, and repair small gasoline
engines

3.43

-.09

4.

Prepare machinery and equipment for storage

3.85

-.06

5.

Adjust farm implements under field conditions for
maximum efficiency

4.35

.12

Keep records of maintenance and repair on machinery and
equipment

3.65

-.01

Service machinery and equipment according to operators
manual

4.12

.07

Operate the farm tractor and equipment safely
Division Mean

4.52
4.02

-.10

1.

2.

3.

6.

7.

8.

NOTE:

*Signifleant at the .05 level of confidence.
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assigned to specific agricultural mechanical skills is not
associated with the educational level of respondents, is
accepted.
—

This group of skills was rated by all farmers as

Very Important.

Soil and Water Management
Data in Table XIX concerning skills in Soil and Water
Management, indicate that there were no relationships
between importance assigned to skills and educational level
of respondent, therefore the hypothesis' was accepted.
area had an average mean rating of 2.96, —

last —

This

in the

six groups selected.

Agricultural Electricity
Data in Table XX disclose the results of the influ
ence of education on the importance assigned to skills in
the division of Agricultural Electricity.

There were signifi

cant differences indicated on the negative side for skills:
(4) Select the proper size of electric motors,

(6) Ability

to plan and wire the farmstead; and (7) Evaluate wiring and
rewiring for adequacy, convenience and safety.

Data signify

that as years of formal education increase, the level of
importance assigned decreases on these three skills.

All

other items in this division were not significantly associa
ted with education accrued by the respondents.

TABLE XIX
CORRELATION OF YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
Average
Mean
Responses
2.96

"r" Value
-.09

Measure distances, calculate areas, do topography sur
veying, and read and draw topographic maps

2.71

-.04

3.

Construct terraces and/or levees and contours

2.99

-.02

4.

Maintain terraces and/or levees and contours

3.02

-.04

5.

Plan and install a sprinkler, drip or flood irrigation
system

2.35

-.05

6.

Pollution control in runoff water

3.07

-.12

7.

Develop a soil profile map

2.54

-.03

8.

Interpret land use maps

2.96

.05

9.

Construct and maintain drainage system

3.72

-.07

10.

Estimate cost of draining and/or irrigation systems

3.04

-.03

11.

Construct and maintain farm ponds and waterways
Division Mean

3.22
2.96

-.03

Skills and Abilities
1. Set up and use the farm level and record field notes
2.

TABLE XX
CORRELATION OF YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL ELECTRICITY

Skills and Abilities

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

1.

Understand electrical terminology and theory of circuits

3.59

-.03

2.

Service and maintain electric motors

3.27

-.11

3.

Select proper size and type of electrical wire

3.66

-.11

4.

Select the proper size and type of electric motors

3.69

-.16*

5.

Ability to figure the cost of electricity

3.03

-.13

6.

Ability to plan and wire the farmstead

3.45

-.17*

7.

Evaluate wiring and rewiring for adequacy, convenience
aid safety
Division Mean

3.65
3.48

-.22*

NOTE:

*Signifleant at the .05 level of confidence.
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Agricultural Structures and
Environment
A review of Table XXI revealed that six of the eleven
skills in Agricultural Structures and Environment were signifi
cant at the .05 level of confidence.

It was apparent that

the higher the educational level attained by the farmers,
the less important he thought it was for him to be cognizant
of skills:

(1) Determine the building requirements for a

particular farmstead;

(3) Estimate quantities, select suit

able building materials, and compute costs in farm building
construction;

(5) Evaluate construction methods and standard

building materials to meet the environmental requirements of
farm animals and poultry;
disposal systems;

(6) Install and maintain sewage

(7) Install and maintain manure disposal

systems; and (8) Install and maintain farm gas systems.
The remaining five skills in this group showed no
significant correlation with educational level reached by
respondents.

In other words, the farmers educational

attainment was not associated to any great extent with the
level of importance placed on the five remaining skills,
and the stated null hypothesis was accepted for these five
skills.

TABLE XXI
CORRELATION OF YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES AND ENVIRONMENT

Skills and Abilities
1. Determine the building requirements for a particular
farmstead
2. Plan and construct farm buildings
3. Estimate quantities, select suitable building materials,
and compute costs in farm building construction
4. Remodel and rearrange existing buildings
5. Evaluate construction methods and standard building
materials to meet the environmental requirements of
farm animals and poultry
6. Install and maintain farm water systems
7. Install and maintain farm sewage disposal systems
8. Install and maintain manure disposal systems
9. Install and maintain farm gas systems
10. Ability to place concrete and do masonry jobs
11. Ability to read simple blueprints
Division Mean
NOTE:

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

3.53
3.79

-.15*
-.13

3.61
3.43

-.17*
-.14

3.36
3.77
3.43
2.97
3.16
3.13
3.27
3.40

-.15*
-.13
-.25*
-.14*
-.32*
-.05
-.06

‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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Processing, Handling and Storage
of Farm Materials
A perusal of the data in Table XXII revealed that
two activities:

(3) Operate, adjust, and maintain grinding

machines such as hammer mills, burr mills, feed mixers, etc.,
and (6) Recognize dangers in use of the above machinery and
guard against unsafe practices, were significant at the .05
level, in the negative when education of respondent was
correlated with importance assigned.

Both items with an "r"

value of -.21 and -.15, respectively, indicated that as educa
tional level of farmers increased, they responded lower to
these two skills, conversely the less formal education of
the respondent, the more important he felt these two items
to be.
A summary of the 62 skills and abilities when the
educational achievement of the respondent and importance
assigned were correlated, disclosed that 15 of the total
group of 62 were felt to be less important by the farmer as
he acquired more years of formal education.

A perusal of

Table XVIII, Agricultural Power Units, and Related Field
Machines, and Table XVIX, Soil and Water Management revealed
that these were the only two divisions where significant
correlations between education and importance assigned did
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not exist.

It was further revealed in all of the tests con

cerning the correlation coefficient using education as the
variable, more were found to be significant than for any
other variable, that is, age, experience and size of farm of
the respondent.

Also it is noted that for all fifteen skills,

as education increased, the respondent felt the significant
item to be less important.
As was stated previously, the more formal education
acquired by the respondent, the higher the possibility that
he is in a managerial position, and the less likely it is
that he would feel that skills and abilities listed for his
opinion to be personally important.

Correlation of Age of Respondents With
Levels of Importance Assigned to SixtyTwo Selected Skills and Abilities Rela
tive to Agricultural Mechanization.
Data in Tables XXIII through XXVII present results
of the test of the hypothesis which states:
The level of importance assigned to specific agricul
tural mechanical skills is not associated with the age
of the respondents.

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance
Data in Table XXIII indicate that age of farmer was
not significantly associated with 15 of the 19 skills analyzed,

TABLE XXII
CORRELATION OF YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED
TO SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF PROCESSING, HANDLING AND STORAGE
OF FARM MATERIALS
Average
Mean
Skills and Abilities______________________________________________ Responses_____ "r" Value
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Understand the principles and application of labor
saving devices such as elevators, conveyors and
associated processing and storage equipment

3.40

-.02

Install and operate processing and handling devices
such as elevators, conveyors, feed grinders, and
automatic feeding equipment

3.15

-.13

Operate, adjust, and maintain grinding machines such
as hammer mills, burr mills, feed mixers, etc.

2.96

-.21*

Operate and maintain grain storing, drying and
handling equipment

3.02

-.11

Evaluate storage facilities and materials handling
equipment for a given farmstead

3.13

-.10

Recognize dangers in use of the above machinery and
guard against unsafe practices
Division Mean

4.02
3.28

-.15*

NOTE:

‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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Item number (14) Tie the more important rope knots and hitches;
make splices and halters, was found to be significant at
the .05 level of confidence with an "r" value of +.19 when
age of respondent and importance assigned were correlated.
This indicated that as the farmer advanced in age, he
indicated this skill to be more important to his farming
operation.

Also, older farmers may know and continue to use

this skill more than the younger group, therefore feel it to
be of more importance than would a younger respondent.

This

thought is in rapport with Skadburg's statement (54:177),
"If a farmer has a welder he realizes the value of welding
and ranks it higher than does a non-welder.”
Item (4) Install, safely use, service and maintain
power tools, found in agricultural mechanics shops;

(16)

Ability to weld with the electric arc welder; and (18)
Ability to cut with the oxyacetylene torch, were found to
be associated with advancing age of the respondent in the
negative.

As indicated by data in Table XXIII, the older

the farmer, the less important he felt these three skills
to be in operating a farm, conversely the younger respondents,
rated the skills higher.

TABLE XXIII
CORRELATION OF AGE OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL CONSTRUCTION
AND MAINTENANCE
Average
Mean
t t ^ 91
Skills and Abilities
Responses
Value
Plan, equip, arrange and manage a farm shop

3.56

-.12

2.

Select hand and power tools and shop equipment, consider
ing such factors as make, models, sizes and grades

3.48

-.11

Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use common shop
tools and equipment

3.77

-.03

Install, safely use, service and maintain power tools
(found in Agricultural Mechanics shops)

3.77

-.16*

5.

Select metal for farm jobs

3.15

-.09

6.

Hot metal work, including bending, shaping, annealing,
heat treating, and hardsurfacing (blacksmithing)

2.88

-.01

7.

Cold metal work, including cutting, bending and fastening

2.90

-.06

8.

Sheet metal work, including cutting, bending, and fastening

2.74

-.08

9.

Pipe and tubing work; making plumbing repairs

2.25

-.08

Selecting lumber, hardware and other building materials
and calculate bills of material

3.57

-.01

3.

4.

10.
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1.

Table XXIII (Continued)
Average
Mean
Responses

Skills and Abilities

"r" Value

11.

Construct and maintain farm buildings and equipment

3.96

-.05

12.

Painting, apply wood preservatives of all types, spray
painting

3.48

-.07

Construct and maintain adequate fences,
temporary)

3.89

-.08

13.

14.

(permanent and

Tie the more important rope knots and hitches; make
splices and halters

2.55

Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the use of
tools and equipment and guard against them

4.24

-.05

16.

Ability to weld with the electric arc welder

3.86

-.22*

17.

Ability to weld with oxyacetylene gas

3.48

-.02

18.

Ability to cut with an oxyacetylene torch

3.82

-.18*

19.

Ability to solder
Division Mean
NOTE: *Signifleant at the .05 level of confidence.

3.15
3.45

-.12

15.

.19*
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Agricultural Power Units,
and Related Field Machines
Data in Table XXIV reveal the results of the degree
of association as measured and represented by the coeffici
ent of correlation between the level of importance assigned
to skills and the age of the respondents in the area of
Agricultural Power Units, and Related Field Machines.

A

coefficient of -.19 and -.15 respectively, for items (1)
Preventive maintenance and service on farm tractors, field
equipment and stationary engines and (5) Adjust farm imple
ments under field conditions for maximum efficiency, were
significant at the .05 level for the effect age had on the
level of importance assigned to these two items.

This

indicated that the younger the farmer was the more important he
felt the need for the ability to be able to adjust farm imple
ments, and do preventive maintenance on tractors and equip
ment.
The remaining six items,

(2),

(3), (4), (6), (7),

and (8), in this division showed no significant correlation
with age of respondents, consequently the null hypothesis
of no association of specific skills and age of respondents
was accepted.

TABLE XXIV
CORRELATION OF AGE OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED
TO SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL POWER UNITS,
AND RELATED FIELD MACHINES
Average
Mean
Responses
"r" Value
Skills and Abilities
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Preventive maintenance and service on farm tractors,
field equipment and stationary engines
Overhaul internal combustion engines; make repairs
and replace parts, such as clutches, brakes,
starters, generators, ignition points, waterpumps, etc.
Operate, service, maintain, and repair small
gasoline engines
Prepare machinery and equipment for storage
Adjust farm implements under field conditions
for maximum efficiency
Keep records of maintenance and repair on machinery
and equipment
Service machinery and equipment according to
operators manual
Operate the farm tractor and equipment safely
Division Mean
NOTE:

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

4.41

-.19*

3.85

-.05

3.43
3.85

.07
.04

4.35

-.15*

3.65

.03

4.12
4.52
4.02

-.07
-.07
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Soil and Water Management; Agricul
tural Electricity; Agricultural
Structures and Environment; Proces
sing, Handling and Storage of Farm
Materials
A summary of the degree of association measured and
represented by the coefficient of correlation between the
level of importance assigned to the remaining 35 skills and
abilities in agricultural mechanization is presented in
Tables XXV, XXVI, XXVII, and XXVIII.

All items presented

in these four tables have no significant association with
age of the respondents with the exception of skill (1) in
Table XXVIII, which states:

Understand the principles and

application of labor saving devices such as elevators,
conveyors and associated processing and storage equipment.
Data indicate for this one item that the younger a farmer
was the more important he felt the skill to be.

Apparently,

the farmer's age is not significantly associated to any
degree with these four areas of farm mechanization, there
fore, the null hypothesis which states that there is no
association between the age of respondents and level of
importance assigned to specific agricultural mechanical
skills is accepted for the remaining 35 items with excep
tion of item (1) in Table XXVIII.

TABLE XXV
CORRELATION OF AGE OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT

Skills and Abilities___________
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Set up and use the farm level and record field notes
Measure distances, calculate areas, do topography
surveying, and read and draw topographic maps
Construct terraces and/or levees and contours
Maintain terraces and/or levees and contours
Plan and install a sprinkler, drip or flood
irrigation system
Pollution control in runoff water
Develpp a soil profile map
Interpret land use maps
Construct and maintain drainage system
Estimate cost of draining and/or irrigation systems
Construct and maintain farm ponds and waterways
Division Mean
NOTE: *Significant at the .05 level of confidence

Average
Mean
Responses_____ "r" Value
2.96

-.09

2.71
2.99
3.02

.02
-.09
-.04

2.35
3.07
2.54
2.96
3.72
3.04
3.22
2.96

.02
-.06
.04
.02
-.08
-.07
.01

TABLE XXVI
CORRELATION OF AGE OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL ELECTRICITY

Average
Mean
Skills and Abilities_______________________________________________Responses_____ "r" Value
1.

Understand electrical terminology and theory of circuits

3.59

-.04

2.

Service and maintain electric motors

3.27

-.02

3.

Select proper size and type of electrical wire

3.66

-.11

4.

Select the proper size and type of electric motors

3.69

-.12

5.

Ability to figure the cost of electricity

3.03

-.02

6.

Ability to plan and wire the farmstead

3.45

-.05

7.

Evaluate wiring and rewiring for adequacy, conveni
ence and safety
Division Mean

3.65
3.48

-.06

♦NOTE: Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

TABLE XXVII
CORRELATION OF AGE OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES
AND ENVIRONMENT

Skills and Abilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Determine the building requirements for a particular
farmstead
Plan and construct farm buildings
Estimate quantities, select suitable building materials
and compute costs in farm building construction
Remodel and rearrange existing buildings
Evaluate construction methods and standard building
materials to meet the environmental requirements of
farm animals and poultry
Install and maintain farm water systems
Install and maintain farm sewage disposal systems
Install and maintain manure disposal systems
Install and maintain farm gas systems
Ability to place concrete and do masonry jobs
Ability to read simple blueprints
Division Mean
NOTE:

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

3.53
3.79

-.02
-.11

3.61
3.43

-.05
-.02

3.36
3.77
3.43
2.97
3.16
3.13
3.27
3.40

-.07
-.02
.01
.04
.14
-.09
.03

TABLE XXVIII
CORRELATION OF AGE OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF PROCESSING, HANDLING AND
STORAGE OF FARM MATERIALS
Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

Understand the principles and application of labor
saving devices such as elevators, conveyors and
associated processing and storage equipment

3.40

-.15*

Install and operate processing and handling devices such
as elevators, conveyors, feed grinders, and automatic
feeding equipment

3.15

-.05

Operate, adjust, and maintain grinding machines such as
hammer mills, burr mills, feed mixers, etc.

2.96

-.02

Operate and maintain grain storing, drying and handling
equipment

3.02

-.03

Evaluate storage facilities and materials handling
equipment for a given farmstead

3.13

-.02

4.02
3.28

-.12

Skills and Abilities
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Recognize dangers in use of the above machinery and guard
against unsafe practices
Division Mean
NOTE: ‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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A summary of Tables XXIII through XXVIII revealed
very little association when the 62 selected skills and
abilities in farm mechanization were correlated with the
variable "age of respondent."

Seven of the skills were

significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Six of the

seven received a negative correlation coefficient, indica
ting that the younger a farmer, the more important he felt
these six skills to be.

The seventh skill was of positive

significance, indicating that the older the farmer, the
more important he felt that particular skill to be.
Data disclose that there was no association at the
.05 level in three ofthe six divisions

in this test using

the age of respondent as the variable, correlated with
importance assigned to the skills.
The levels of importanceassigned to the 62 items
were not associated to any great extent with the variable,
age.
For this particular test, then, the hypothesis;
level of importance assigned to specific agricultural
mechanical skills is not associated with the age of the
respondents,” is accepted for 55 of the 62 skills and
abilities in question.

"The
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Correlation of Years in Farming of
Respondent With Levels of Importance
Assigned to Sixty-Two Selected Skills
and Abilities Relative to Agricultural
Mechanization
Data in Tables XXIX through XXXIV present results
of the test of the hypothesis which states:
The level of importance assigned to specific agricul
tural mechanical skills is not associated with the years
in farming of the respondents.

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance
Results of the degree of association as measured by
coefficient of correlation between the level of importance
assigned to skills and the number of years in farming of
respondents in the division of Agricultural Construction
and Maintenance are presented in Table XXIX.
An "r" value of +.34 was significant at the .05
level when years of experience was correlated with level
of importance assigned by the respondent to the item "Tie
the more important rope knots and hitches; make splices and
halters."

This indicated that the longer the farmer had

been in the profession, the more important the skill, tying
rope knots was rated.

The null hypothesis which stated

that the level of importance assigned to specific agricul
tural mechanical skills is not associated with years in

TABLE XXIX
CORRELATION OF YEARS IN FARMING OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE
ASSIGNED TO SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
Average
Mean
Skills and Abilities
Responses
"r" Value
Plan, equip, arrange and manage a farm shop

3.56

-.02

2.

Select hand and power tools and shop equipment,
considering such factors as make, models, sizes
and grades

3.48

-.05

Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use common
shop tools and equipment

3.77

.01

Install, safely use, service and maintain power tools
(found in Agricultural Mechanics shops)

3.77

-.04

5.

Select metal for farm jobs

3.15

.07

6.

Hot metal work, including bending, shaping, annealing,
heat treating, and hardsurfacing (blacksmithing)

2.88

.14

Cold metal work, including cutting, bending and
fastening

2.90

.09

Sheet metal work, including cutting, bending, and
fastening

2.74

.09

Pipe and tubing work; making plumbing repairs

2.25

.08

3.

4.

7.

8.

9.
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1.

Table XXIX (Continued)

Skills and Abilities
10. Selecting lumber, hardware and other building materials
and calculate bills of material

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

3.57

.14

11.

Construct and maintain farm buildings and equipment

3.96

.09

12.

Painting, apply wood preservatives of all types, spray
painting

3.48

.03

Construct and maintain adequate fences,
temporary)

3.89

.03

Tie the more important rope knots and hitches; make
splices and halters

2.55

.34*

Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the use of
tools and equipment and guard against them

4.24

.04

16.

Ability to weld with the electric arc welder

3.86

-.04

17.

Ability to weld with oxyacetylene gas

3.48

.09

18.

Ability to cut with an oxyacetylene torch

3.82

.01

19.

Ability to solder
Division Mean
NOTE: ‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

3.15
3.45

.03

13.

14.

15.

(permanent and

TABLE XXX
CORRELATION OF YEARS IN FARMING OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE
ASSIGNED TO SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL
_____________ POWER UNITS/ AND RELATED FIELD MACHINES____________________

"r" Value

4.41

-.16*

Overhaul internal combustion engines; make repairs and
replace parts, such as clutches, brakes, starters,
generators, ignition points, waterpumps, etc.

3.85

.02

Operate, service, maintain, and repair small gasoline
engines

3.43

.16*

4.

Prepare machinery and equipment for storage

3.85

.11

5.

Adjust farm implements under field conditions for
maximum efficiency

4.35

-.07

Keep records of maintenance and repair on machinery
and equipment

3.65

.12

Service machinery and equipment according to operators
manual

4.12

-.08

4.52
4,02

-.04

Skills and Abilities
1. Preventive maintenance and service on farm tractors,
field equipment and stationary engines
2.

3.

6.

7.

8.

Operate the farm tractor and equipment safely
Division Mean
NOTE: *Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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Average
Mean
Responses

TABLE XXXI
CORRELATION OF YEARS IN FARMING OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE
ASSIGNED TO SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF SOIL AND
WATER MANAGEMENT
■ 'Average
Mean
Responses
"r" Value
Skills and Abilities
Set
up
and
use
the
farm
level
and
record
field
notes
.01
2.96
1.
2. Measure distances, calculate areas, do topography sur
veying, and read and draw topographic maps
2.71
.11
2.99
.01
3. Construct terraces and/or levees and contours
3.02
.02
4. Maintain terraces and/or levees and contours
5. Plan, and install a sprinkler, drip or flood irrigation
2.35
.07
system
.06
6. Pollution control in runoff water
3.07
2.54
.15*
7. Develop a soil profile map
2.96
.05
8. Interpret land use maps
9. Construct and maintain drainage system
3.72
.01
3.04
.01
10. Estimate cost of draining and/or irrigation systems
.12
3.22
11. Construct and maintain farm ponds and waterways
Division Mean
2.96
NOTE: ‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

TABLE XXXII
CORRELATION OF YEARS IN FARMING OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE
ASSIGNED TO SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF
AGRICULTURAL ELECTRICITY

Skills and Abilities

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

1.

Understand electrical terminology and theory of circuits

3.59

.06

2.

Service and maintain electric motors

3.27

.03

3.

Select proper size and type of electrical wire

3.66

.03

4.

Select the proper size and type of electric motors

3.69

.03

5.

Ability to figure the cost of electricity

3.03

.11

6.

Ability to plan and wire the farmstead

3.45

.09

7.

Evaluate wiring and rewiring for adequacy, convenience
and safety
Division Mean
NOTE:
‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

3.65
3.48

.08

TABLE XXXIII
CORRELATION OF YEARS IN FARMING OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE
ASSIGNED TO SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL
STRUCTURES AND ENVIRONMENT

Skills and Abilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Determine the building requirements for a particular
farmstead
Plan and construct farm buildings
Estimate quantities, select suitable building materials,
and compute costs in farm building construction
Remodel and rearrange existing buildings
Evaluate construction methods and standard building
materials to meet the environmental requirements of
farm animals and poultry
Install and maintain farm water systems
Install and maintain farm sewage disposal systems
Install and maintain manure disposal systems
Install and maintain farm gas systems
Ability to place concrete and do masonry jobs
Ability to read simple blueprints
Division Mean
NOTE:

‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

3.53
3.79

.05
.01

3.61
3.43

.06
.06

3.36
3.77
3.43
2.97
3.16
3.13
3.27
3.40

.01
.10
.10
.11
.25*
.02
.16*

TABLE XXXIV
CORRELATION OF YEARS IN FARMING OF RESPONDENT WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE
ASSIGNED TO SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF PROCESSING,
HANDLING AND STORAGE OF FARM MATERIALS

Skills and Abilities
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

Understand the principles and application of labor
saving devices such as elevators, conveyors and
associated processing and storage equipment

3.40

-.01

Install and operate processing and handling devices
such as elevators, conveyors, feed grinders, and
automatic feeding equipment

3.15

.09

Operate, adjust, and maintain grinding machines such
as hammer mills, burr mills, feed mixers, etc.

2.96

.17*

Operate and maintain grain storing, drying and
handling equipment

3.02

.15*

Evaluate storage facilities and materials handling
equipment for a given farmstead

3.13

.18*

Recognize dangers in use of the above machinery and
guard against unsafe practices
Division Mean

4.02
3.28

.07

NOTE: ‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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farming of the respondents was rejected at the .05 level
for the item.

It was disclosed in Table XXIX, however,

that the other items in Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance revealed no significant correlation with experi
ence of farmers and level of importance assigned the skills.
It can be stated, therefore, that years in farming was not
significantly associated with the level of importance of
these skills.

For the purpose of this study, it is suffici

ent to note that the levels of importance assigned to the
skills in the area of Agricultural Construction and Main
tenance were not associated, to any great degree, with
experience of respondents.

Agricultural Power Units, and
Related Field Machines
A perusal of Table XXX revealed that two items:
(1)

Preventive maintenance and service on farm tractors,

field equipment and stationary engines, and (3) Operate,
service, maintain, and repair small gasoline engines, were
significant at the .05 level of confidence when correlated
with the variable, "years in farming," as to importance
assigned.

Data indicate that the less experience a farmer

had, the more important he felt the need to be able to do
preventive maintenance on farm tractors.

However, data
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concerning item (3) Operate, service, maintain, and repair
small gasoline engines, indicate that as the respondent
acquired more years of experience, he assigned a higher
level of importance to this item.

The remaining six items

in this division revealed no significant correlations
with years in farming and importance assigned.

Soil and Water Management; Agricul
tural Electricity
A review of Tables XXXI and XXXII indicate very
little significant correlation of years in farming and
assigned importance to the 18 skills, collectively.

Item

(7) in Table XXXI, Develop a soil profile map, with an "r"
value of +.15 was the only activity in the two tables which
was significant at the .05 level of confidence.

It is

stated, therefore, that years in farming was not associa
ted to any great extent with the level of importance placed
on items included in Tables XXXI and XXXII, with the ex
ception of the ability to develop a soil profile map.

Agricultural Structures and Environ
ment
A study of data in Table XXXIII revealed that
activities (9) Install and maintain farm gas systems, and
(11) Ability to read simple blueprints, are the only two
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of the eleven that are significantly associated at the .05
level of confidence when experience of farmer and impor
tance assigned to skills were correlated.

With coeffici

ents of +.25 and +.16, respectively, it was indicated that
the more experience in farming that the respondent had,
the more important he felt these two items to be.

There

was no significance indicated on the other nine skills
resulting in the acceptance of the null hypothesis of no
association between years in farming and importance as
signed to these remaining skills.

Processing, Handling and Storage
of Farm Materials
Data in Table XXXIV indicate that three of the six
skills are significant at the .05 level, when years in
farming were correlated with importance assigned to skills
in Processing, Handling and Storage of Farm Materials.
Items (3) Operate, adjust, and maintain grinding machines
such as hammer mills, burr mills, feed mixers, etc.,

(4)

Operate and maintain grain storing, drying and handling
equipment; and (5) Evaluate storage facilities and materials
and handling equipment for a given farmstead, were shown to
be significant with "r" values of +.17, +.15, and +.18,
respectively.

Data indicate that as the farmer accrued
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years of experience, he felt these items to be more impor
tant.

The remaining three items in this division revealed

no significant correlations with years in farming of respon
dents .
A summary of the 62 selected skills and abilities
when correlated with years of experience in farming of the
respondents and importance assigned, revealed that eight
of the total number were felt to be increasingly important
by the respondent as he accrued more experience.

One of

the 62 skills revealed a negative correlation, which indi
cated a decreasing importance was felt for this one item
as the farmer gained in years of experience.

A review of

Tables XXIX, Agricultural Construction and Maintenance,
and XXXII, Agricultural Electricity, revealed that these
were the only two divisions where significant correlations
between experience and importance assigned did not exist.
In a summarizing statement it can be said that the
levels of importance assigned to the sixty-two skills and
abilities were not associated to any great extent with the
variable "years in farming."
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Correlation of Size of Farm Owned by
Respondent With Levels of Importance
Assigned to Sixty-Two Selected Skills
and Abilities Relative to Agricultural
Mechani zation
Data in Tables XXXV through XL present results of
the test of the hypothesis which states:
The level of importance assigned to specific agricul
tural mechanical skills is not associated with the size
of farm of the respondents.

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance
A perusal of Table XXXV revealed that the items:
(9) Pipe and tubing work; make plumbing repairs;

(11)

Construct and maintain farm buildings and equipment,

(12)

Painting, apply wood preservatives of all types, spray
painting;

(14) Tie the more important rope knots and

hitches; make splices and halters; and (18) Ability to
cut with an oxyacetylene torch, were significantly associa
ted with size of business at the .05 level.
concerning items (9), (11),

These data

(12) , and (14) indicated that

the smaller the operation, the more importance assigned to
the skills.

Item (18), Ability to cut with acetylene,

was indicated to be more important as size of farm increased.
The null hypothesis stating that the level of importance
assigned to specific agricultural mechanical skills is not

TABLE XXXV
CORRELATION OF SIZE OF FARM WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE CONSTRUCTION
AND MAINTENANCE
Average
Mean
Skills and Abilities
Responses

1 . Plan, equip, arrange and manage a farm shop
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Select hand and power tools and shop equipment,
considering such factors as make, models, sizes
and grades
Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use common
shop tools and equipment
Install, safely use, service and maintain power
tools (found in Agricultural Mechanics shops)
Select metal for farm jobs
Hot metal work, including bending, shaping, annealing,
heat treating, and hardsurfacing (blacksmithing)
Cold metal work, including cutting, bending and
fastening
Sheet metal work, including cutting, bending, and
fastening
Pipe and tubing work; making plumbing repairs
Selecting lumber, hardware and other building
materials and calculate bills of materials

"r" Value

3.56

.14

3.48

.01

3.77

-.13

3.77
3.15

-.11
-.11

2.88

.08

2.90

-.14

2.74
2.25

-.06
-.20*

3.57

-.03

Table XXXV (Continued)

Skills and Abilities
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Construct and maintain farm buildings and equipment
Painting, apply wood preservatives of all types, spray
painting
Construct and maintain adequate fences, (permanent
and temporary)
Tie the more important rope knots and hitches; make
splices and halters
Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the use
of tools and equipment and guard against them
Ability to weld with the electric arc welder
Ability to weld with oxyacetylene gas
Ability to cut with an oxyacetylene torch
Ability to solder
Division Mean
NOTE: Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

3.96

-.19*

3.48

-.18*

3.89

-.12

2.55

-.22*

4.24
3.86
3.48
3.82
3.15
3.45

-.13
.10
.09
.15*
.10

TABLE XXXVI
CORRELATION OF SIZE OF FARM WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL POWER UNITS,
AND RELATED FIELD MACHINES

Skills and Abilities

1

.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Preventive maintenance and service on farm tractors,
field equipment and stationary engines
Overhaul internal combustion engines; make repairs and
replace parts, such as clutches, brakes, starters, genera
tors, ignition points, waterpumps, etc.
Operate, service, maintain, and repair small gasoline
engines
Prepare machinery and equipment for storage
Adjust farm implements under field conditions for
maximum efficiency
Keep records of maintenance and repair on machinery
and equipment
Service machinery and equipment according to operators
manual
Operate the farm tractor and equipment safely
Division Mean
NOTE:

Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

4.41

-.05

3.85

.05

3.43
3.85

.01
-.16*

4.35

.19*

3.65

-.07

4.12
4.52
4.02

-.13
-.30*

TABLE XXXVII
CORRELATION OF SIZE OF FARM WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF SOIL AND WATER MANAGEMENT
Average
Mean
Skills and Abilities_______________________________________________Responses_____ "r" Value
1 . Set up and use the farm level and record field notes
2. Measure distances, calculate areas, do topography
surveying and read and draw topographic maps
3. Construct terraces and/or levees and contours
4. Maintain terraces and/or levees and contours
5. Plan and install a sprinkler, drip or flood irrigation
system
6. Pollution control in runoff water
7. Develop a soil profile map
8. Interpret land use maps
9. Construct and maintain drainage system
10. Estimate cost of draining and/or irrigation systems
11. Construct and maintain farm ponds and waterways
Division Mean
NOTE:

‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

2.96

.04

2.71
2.99
3.02

-.03
.03
.02

2.35
3.07
2.54
2.96
3.72
3.04
3.22
2.96

.05
.09
.01
.25*
.14
.09
.03

TABLE XXXVIII
CORRELATION OF SIZE OF FARM WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL ELECTRICITY
Average
Mean
Responses
Skills and Abilities

"r" Value

1.

Understand electrical terminology and theory of circuits

3.59

-.07

2.

Service and maintain electric motors

3.27

-.01

3.

Select proper size and type of electrical wire

3.66

-.02

4.

Select the proper size and type of electric motors

3.69

.01

5.

Ability to figure the cost of electricity

3.03

-.06

6.

Ability to plan and wire the farmstead

3.45

-.09

7.

Evaluate wiring and rewiring for adequacy, convenience
and safety
Division Mean

3.65
3.48

-.09

NOTE:

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

TABLE XXXIX
CORRELATION OF SIZE OF FARM WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES
AND ENVIRONMENT

Skills and Abilities
1 . Determine the building requirements for a particular
farmstead
2. Plan and construct farm buildings
3. Estimate quantitiesr select suitable building materials,
and compute costs in farm building construction
4. Remodel and rearrange existing buildings
5. Evaluate construction methods and standard building
materials to meet the environmental requirements of
farm animals and poultry
6. Install and maintain farm water systems
7. Install and maintain farm sewage disposal systems
8. Install and maintain manure disposal systems
9. Install and maintain farm gas systems
10. Ability to place concrete and do masonry jobs
11. Ability to read simple blueprints
Division Mean
NOTE: ‘Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Average
Mean
Responses

"r" Value

3.53
3.79

-.01
-.06

3.61
3.43

.01
-.13

3.36
3.77
3.43
2.97
3.16
3.13
3.27
3.40

-.20*
-.07
-.21*
-.12
-.04
.13
.07

TABLE XL
CORRELATION OF SIZE OF FARM WITH LEVELS OF IMPORTANCE ASSIGNED TO
SKILLS IN THE DIVISION OF PROCESSING, HANDLING
AND STORAGE OF FARM MATERIALS
Average
Mean
Responses
Skills and Abilities
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

"r" Value

Understand the principles and application of labor saving
devices such as elevators, conveyors and associated
processing and storage equipment

3.40

.15*

Install and operate processing and handling devices such
as elevators, conveyors, feed grinders, and automatic
feeding equipment

3.15

.16*

Operate, adjust, and maintain grinding machines such as
hammer mills, burr mills, feed mixers, etc.

2.96

-.10

Operate and maintain grain storing, drying and handling
equipment

3.02

.11

Evaluate storage facilities and materials handling
equipment for a given farmstead

3.13

.14

Recognize dangers in use of the above machinery and
guard against unsafe practices
Division Mean

4.02
3.28

-.02

NOTE:

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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associated with the size of fanning operation of respondents
was rejected at the .05 level for the five skills listed.
The other items in Table XXXV were not found to be signifi
cantly assocaited with size of farm.

Agricultural Power Units, and Related
Field Machines
There were eight skills and abilities under the
heading of Agricultural Power Units, and Related Field
Machines in Table XXXVI.

Three of the eight were found to

be significantly associated with size of farming operation.
Data reveal that skills (4), Prepare machinery and equip
ment for storage, and (8) Operate the farm tractor and equip
ment safely, received an "r" value of -.16 and -.30,
respectively.

Consequently, this indicated that the smaller

the size of farm the more important the respondent felt
these two items to be.

It should be noted that as farm size

increased, the owner assumes more of a managerial position
and many of these skills that have a high mean response,
indicating importance, are not personally carried out by
the respondent.

Skill (5) Adjust farm implements under

field conditions for maximum efficiency, was found to be
significant with a coefficient of +.19.

Consequently, the

larger the size of farm operation, the more important the
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respondent felt this item to be.

Coefficients for the re

maining five items in Table XXXVI were not found to be
significantly associated with size of farm of respondent.

Soil and Water Management; Agricul
tural Electricity
A study of the data in Tables XXXVII and XXXVIII,
reveal a total of 18 skills and abilities.

Of these 18,

item (8) Interpret land use maps, in Table XXXVII was the
only one found to be significant at the .05 level of
confidence, when size of farm of respondent was correlated
on importance assigned.

A positive significance for this

item, consequently, indicated that the larger his farming
operation, the more important the respondent felt this
skill to be.

Since the association of size of farm with

level of importance assigned to mechanical skills was
significant for only one item in Tables XXXVII and XXXVIII,
the size of farm of respondent does not influence the impor
tance assigned to these two divisions to any great extent.

Agricultural Structures and
Environment
Two items were found to be significantly associated
with size of farm in Table XXXIX.

Skills (5) Evaluate

construction methods and standard building materials to meet
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the environmental requirements of farm animals and poultry,
and (7) Install and maintain farm sewage disposal systems,
with coefficients of -.20 and -.21, respectively, were
indicated to be more important to the owners of smaller
farms.

All other items under Agricultural Structures and

Environment were not significantly associated with size of
business of the respondent.

Processing, Handling and Storage of
Farm Materials
A review of Table XL revealed two activities:

(1)

Understand the principles and application of labor saving
devices such as elevators, conveyors and associated proces
sing and storage equipment and (2) Install and operate
processing and handling devices such as elevators, conveyors,
feed grinders, and automatic feeding equipment, were signi
ficant at the .05 level of confidence when importance
assigned was correlated with size of farm of respondent.
It was disclosed for both items that as the size of farm
increased, the owner-respondent felt both to be increasingly
important.

The remaining four items were not significantly

associated.

The null hypothesis, that the level of impor

tance assigned to specific agricultural skills and abilities
is not associated with size of farm of respondents, therefore,
is accepted for items (3),

(4), (5), and (6).
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A summarization of the 62 selected skills and
abilities correlated with the size of farm of the respon
dent and importance assigned, revealed that 8 of the total
group were felt to be increasingly important by the respon
dent on the smaller sized farms, while 5 of the 62 were
felt to be increasingly important by the larger operators.
Table XXXVIII, Agricultural Electricity was the only division
where significant correlations between size of farm and im
portance assigned did not exist.

Overall, 49 of the 62

skills indicated no association between importance as
measured on the variable, size of farm.

Division Rank
Data in Table XLI indicate a rank order of the six
Major Divisions based on values assigned by the four groups
of participants in this study.

As revealed in the table,

there was considerable agreement among the four farming
groups, especially regarding activities rated highest and
those rated lowest.

All groups, for example, considered

Agricultural Power Units, and Related Field Machines to hold
the highest rank.

Table XLI also clearly indicated the

division of Soil and Water Management as the lowest ranked
item of the six.

Departure from agreement between the four

TABLE XLI
RANK ORDER OF SIX AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION DIVISIONS
AS GIVEN BY FOUR FARMING GROUPS
Rank Order Of Groups
Dairy
Livestock Diversified
Crop
Fanners Fanners
Fanners
Fanners
I.

II.

III.
IV.
V.

VI.

Average
Rank

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance

2nd

5th

4th

2nd

3rd

Agricultural Power Units, and
Related Field Machines

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

Soil and Water Management

6th

6th

6th

6th

6th

Agricultural Electricity

3rd

2nd

2nd

3rd

2nd

Agricultural Structures and
Environment

4th

3rd

3rd

4th

4th

Processing, Handling and Storage
of Farm Materials

5th

4th

5th

5th

5th
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groups is more pronounced with reference to the remaining
four divisions.

These are presented in the table, along

with the rank average of each division, determined by the
responses of the four farmer groups.

Class Attendance
There are no significant differences in the expressed
levels of importance in the selected agricultural
mechanical skills and abilities of the farmers in this
study who express a desire to attend adult classes as
compared to those who do not wish to attend.
The above stated hypothesis is the last to be
analyzed in this study.

A perusal of the computer research

print out data indicated that there were no significant
differences between the two groups at the .05 level of
confidence, therefore, the hypothesis is accepted for this
particular study.
Data in Table XLII reveal the answer to the last
question in the survey instrument used for this investiga
tion.

The question was, "Would you attend an Adult Farmer

Class in Agricultural Mechanics if it were offered in your
local high school in the evening?"

Of the 181 farmers

surveyed, 145 or 80.11 per cent answered in the positive
and stated that they would attend an adult farmer class, if
offered.

The dairy group was very profound in their response

TABLE XLII
FARMERS WHO WILL ATTEND ADULT CLASSES IN AGRICULTURAL
MECHANIZATION IF OFFERED

Will Attend
Number
Per Cent
Crop Fanners (CF)
Dairy Fanners (DF)

(N = 41)
(N = 32)

Livestock Fanners (LF)

(N = 28)

Diversified Fanners (DIV)

(N = 80)

Total Fanners Surveyed (N = 181)

Will Not Attend
Number
Per Cent

33

80.49

8

19.51

31

96.88

1

3.12

19

67.86

9

32.14

62

77.50

18

22.50

145

80.11

36

19.89
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as indicated by 96.88 per cent giving a yes answer to attend
evening classes.
follows:

The remaining three groups replied as

Crop 80.49, livestock 67.86, and diversified 77.50

per cent, indicating that they would attend adult classes
in agricultural mechanization, if offered.

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Purpose
The primary purpose of this study was to secure
information to be used as a guide in formulating course
content for adult education programs in farm mechanization.
Data relative to the purpose was determined by a rating
of importance of certain mechanical skills and abilities
considered necessary for a farming operation.
More specifically the following objectives were
formulated and used as guides in the development of this
research:
1.

To describe the status of mechanization on the farms

studied.
2.

To determine the association of selected variables,

(type of farming, size of farm, age and education of the
farmer), with the level of importance assigned by the
farmers involved, to selected mechanical skills and abilities.
3.

To determine the level of importance of certain

mechanical skills and abilities considered necessary for a
farming operation.
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4.

To explore possibilities of and make recommendations

on content to be included in the agricultural mechanization
phase of adult education in vocational agriculture.

Methodology
The descriptive survey method of research with the
mail questionnaire technique, was utilized in this investi
gation.

Data were obtained from completed questionnaires

that were returned by 181 of the 300 farmers selected in
Louisiana (see Figure 1) to cooperate in this study.

The

instrument employed to gather data was developed from the
results of a survey of related literature, personal obser
vations and efforts of the author, consultation with
associates, pretesting on farmers and suggestions of a
validating committee.
naire were:

The Major Divisions of the question

(1) Agricultural Construction and Maintenance,

(2) Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and Related Field
Machines,

(3) Soil and Water Management,

Electricity,

(4) Agricultural

(5) Agricultural Structures and Environment,

and (6) Processing, Handling and Storage of Farm Materials.
Sixty-two skills and abilities were written within the
framework of the six Major Divisions.

For convenience of

tabulation and summarizing data, all respondents were
divided into four groups as follows:
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1.

Crop Fanners

(CF)

2.

Dairy Fanners (DF)

3.

Livestock Fanners (LF)

4.

Diversified Farmers (DIV)

The four groups of fanners were asked to rank the skills and
abilities according to importance.
Several statistical methods were used to analyze and
test the survey results namely:
(2)

analysis of variance,

(1) descriptive statistics,

(3) orthogonal comparisons,

(4)

student's "t" test, and (5) coefficient of correlation.

Summary and Findings
The first part of Chapter III was devoted to the
description of the farmers surveyed, their farming operation
and their degree of mechanization.

Findings are summarized

as follows:
Forty-four per cent of the respondents in this
study were diversified farmers, while crop farmers accounted
for 22.7 per cent, dairy farmers 17.7 per cent, and live
stock farmers 15.5 per cent.
Fifty-three per cent of the farmers were between
the ages of 35 and 50 years.

Mean age was 44.

One per cent

of the group was over 65 while 3.31 per cent were below age
25.
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The average years of formal education accrued by
all farmers was 11.5 years.

Fifty-eight per cent of the

group reported they had attained a high school education or
better.

A college degree was obtained by 13.3 per cent of

the respondents.
Mean number of years experience in farming was 20.7.
It was found that 58.0 per cent of the participants had been
farming more than 20 years, while 22.7 per cent had been in
the profession for over 30 years.
Farms averaged 476.7 acres in size.

Thirteen farms

were below 50 acres while six were reported above 1,500
acres.

Fifty-six per cent of the farms ranged from 50 to

400 acres in size.
An average of two trucks and three tractors were
reported on the 181 farms surveyed.

Fifty per cent of the

farm operators owned hay balers, 60 per cent utilized elec
tric welders, and 50 per cent had acetylene units as part
of their assets.
Of the six Major Divisions submitted for evaluation,
only one— Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and Related
Field Machines— received more than an Important rating by
all groups.

It was rated Very Important.

The different

Major Divisions receiving the various ratings from the four
farmer groups were as follows:
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A.

Extremely Important —

B.

Very Important
1.

C.

none

Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and
Related Field Machines................... 4.02

Important
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Agricultural Electricity
...............
3.48
Agricultural Construction and
M a i n t e n a n c e .............................. 3.45
Agricultural Structures and
E n v i r o n m e n t .............................. 3.40
Processing, Handling and Storage
of Farm M a t e r i a l s ........................3.28
Soil and Water M a n a g e m e n t .................. 2.96

D.

Of Little Importance —

E.

Of No Importance —

none

none

An attempt was made to determine the degree to which
the four participating groups were in agreement with their
ratings of the 62 selected skills and abilities used in
this study.

The four groups differed significantly in

their evaluation of 15 of the activities.

No significant

differences existed among the responses of the four groups
to 47 of the items indicating agreement among them with
respect to their evaluation of these activities as needed
for the successful operation of a farm.
Seven skills were rated significantly different in
Agricultural Construction and Maintenance.

It is shown

that crop farmers differed significantly in their responses
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to six of the seven skills under this heading.

Activity (14)

Tie the more important rope knots and hitches; make splices
and halters, was the only activity that crop farmers and
the other three groups agreed upon.
Comparison Two, which excludes crop farmers, showed
that the dairy farmers when compared to the remaining two
groups, differed significantly on only one of the seven
activities.

The difference was noted in skill (10) Selec

ting lumber, hardware, and other building materials, and
calculate bills of material.

The dairy farmers gave this

division a higher rating than did the other three groups of
farmers.
The third comparison, equating livestock farmers
with the diversified group revealed that they responded
differently on one skill.

This was number (14) Tie the

more important rope knots and hitches; make splices and
halters.

As would be expected, the livestock farmers felt

this item to be more important.
Of the six skills that were disagreed upon by the
crop farmers, it was found that they rated all six lower
than the average responses of the other three groups.
Three skills were found to be out of rapport by the
four farmer groups under Agricultural Power Units, Tractors
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and Related Field Machines.

Skill (2) Overhaul internal

combustion engines; make repairs and replace parts, such
as clutches, brakes, starters, generators, ignition points,
water pumps, etc., was found to be more important by the
crop farmers when compared to the other three groups.
Conversely, they reported item (7) Service machinery and
equipment according to operators manual, to be less impor
tant than the remaining three groups.
Item (5) Adjust farm implements under field condi
tions for maximum efficiency, was rated higher by the
diversified farmers when equated with the livestock group.
Under the division of Soil and Water Management,
four skills and abilities were found to be disagreed upon
by the four groups of respondents.

Items (2) Measure dis

tances, calculate areas, do topography surveying, and read
and draw topographic maps,

(9) Construct and maintain drain

age systems, and (10) Estimate cost of draining and/ox
irrigation systems, were all felt to be more important to
the crop farmers when equated with the average responses
of the other three groups of respondents.
Items

(8) Interpret land use maps, and (9) Construct

and maintain drainage systems were rated lower by the live
stock farmers them they were by the diversified respondents.
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Responses to one skill were found to be significantly
different in the Major Division entitled, Agricultural
Structures and Environment.

Item (6) Install and maintain

farm water systems, was felt to be less important by the
crop farmers as compared to the livestock, dairy and diver
sified groups.
On a possible 5.00 to 1.00 scale, farmers rated only
six activities over 4.00.

The six activities were : (VII-15)

Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the use of
tools and equipment and guard against them - 4.24,

(IX-1)

Preventive maintenance on farm tractors, field equipment
and stationary engines - 4.41,

(IX-5) Adjust farm imple

ments under field conditions for maximum efficiency - 4.35,
(IX-7) Service machinery and equipment according to opera
tors manual - 4.12,

(IX-8) Operate the farm tractor and

equipment safely - 4.52, and (XVI-6) Recognize dangers in
use of the above machinery and guard against unsafe prac
tices - 4.02.
Twelve activities have a mean value of less than 3.00
according to the rating of importance by farmers.

Four

activities under Agricultural Construction and Maintenance
had a mean score of less them 3.00, while the Major Division
entitled, Soil and Water Management had the highest number
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of items scored below 3.00, with six in this category.

One

skill each was reported below 3.00 in the Major Divisions,
Agricultural Structures and Environment, and Processing,
Handling and Storage of Farm Materials.

No items were

scored below 3.00 in the two divisions, Agricultural Power
Units, Tractors and Related Field Machines, and Agricultural
Electricity.
A summary of the 62 skills and abilities when the
educational achievement of the respondent and importance
assigned were correlated, disclosed that 15 were felt to be
less important by the farmer as he acquired more years of
formal education.

It was revealed in all tests of corre

lation coefficient, using education as the variable, that
more responses were found to be significantly different
than for any other variable, that is, age, experience and
size of farm of the respondent.

For all fifteen skills, as

education increased, the respondent felt the item to be
less important.
As the respondent acquires more formal education,
the possibility is greater than he is in a managerial posi
tion and it is less likely that he would feel skills and
abilities listed to be personally important.
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Seven of the 62 skills were found to be significant
at the .05 level of confidence when age of farmer was
correlated with importance assigned, indicating very little
association.

In six of these skills, data reveal that the

younger farmers felt them to be more important.
The levels of importance assigned to the 62 items
were not associated to any great extent with the variable,
age.
Eight of the 62 skills and abilities were signifi
cantly associated when years in farming of respondent was
correlated with importance assigned.
In summary the comparison using the variable, years
in farming, with importance assigned skills, it was found
that they were not associated to any great extent.
There was very little association when the variable,
size of farm of participant, was correlated with importance
assigned to skills.

In this test, 13 items were found to

be significant out of the 62 correlated.

Eight of the 13

were found to be less important by the larger operators.
In the variable, size of farm, as in years of formal
education of respondent, the larger the farm, the greater
the probability that the respondent is in a managerial posi
tion and is less likely to be personally involved in
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performing the skills and abilities selected.
For this study, then, when recommendations were made
for course content to be used in adult education classes,
the writer accepted the four hypotheses that there was no
association of importance assigned to skills when corre
lated with the four variables; education, age, years in
farming, and size of farm, of respondents.
It was found that there was no significant differ
ence in levels of importance assigned to skills by the
group who indicated that they would attend adult classes
when compared to the group who said they would not attend.
Of the 181 farmers surveyed, 145 or 80.11 per cent,
stated that they would attend adult classes in agricultural
mechanization, if offered.

Conclusions
The following conclusions resulted from responses of
four farming groups consisting of 181 individuals partici
pating in this study.

Six Major Divisions comprising 62

selected skills and abilities regarding mechanization in
agriculture were submitted to the four groups for rating as
to importance in a farming operation.
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1.

Sixty-one of the 62 skills and abilities are con

clusively conceived to be essential to a fanning operation
in Louisiana.
The four groups of participants were in agreement
with their evaluation of 61 of the 62 skills as being
Important or Very Important to the operation of a farm.
The respondents
their responses to
though the average
to be skills which
2.

differed significantly however, in
15 of the proposed skills, even
of their responses indicated them
the farmer needed.

Although 61 of the proposed activities were evalu

ated as being needed at the Important or Very Important level
by the farmers, it is difficult to assign an exact value to
15 of these activities due to differences of opinions.
Significant differences were noted among responses
to 15 of the items submitted for evaluation.
In all
cases these differences were based on the degree of
importance assigned.
3.

Dairy farmers consistently rated the six Major

Divisions higher than did the other three farming groups.
4.

Livestock farmers consistently rated the six Major

Divisions lower than did the other three farming groups.
5.

Average group responses by Major Divisions

indicated three rater distinct groups.

The three groups
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are as follows:
a.

Dairy fanners - highest overall rating of items.

b.

Livestock farmers - lowest overall rating of
items.

c.

Crop and diversified farmers - consistently
responding between the high and low groups.

6.

Farmers are in agreement in the expressed levels of

importance assigned to skills and abilities relative to
agricultural mechanization.
Seventy-six per cent of the skills in question were
rated basically the same by all respondents.
7.

Age, educational level, experience and size of farm

of respondent are

not associated with levels of importance

assigned to selected agricultural mechanical skills and
abilities.
Eighty-three per cent of the skills were rated the
same when correlated with the four variables; age,
education, experience, and size of farm of the
respondent.
8.

There are

no significant differences in expressed

levels of importance assigned to skills by farmers who
expressed a desire to attend adult classes as compared to
those who do not plan to attend.
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9.

Skills and abilities included in courses of study

for adult education can be ranked according to their
importance in the vocation.
10.

Farmers will atend adult education classes in agri

cultural mechanization, if offered.
Data revealed that 80.11 per cent of the respon
dents indicated a desire to attend adult education
classes in agricultural mechanization.

Recommendations
Many ideas involving concepts of needed skills
and abilities in farm mechanization were included in this
study.

The responses to these items and activities by

four farming groups suggest many ideas, some of which
are presented in the form of recommendations.

These

recommendations are further supported by a careful re
view of related literature and the background and
experience of the researcher.

Consequently, it is believed

that these recommendations, if followed, will enhance
the effectiveness of the adult education programs in
agricultural mechanization.

It is with these thoughts in
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mind that the following recommendations are offered:

1.

Courses of study at the post high school level

should be evaluated by valid information obtained from an
occupational analysis.

2.

Teacher educators in agricultural education

should constantly evaluate programs in agricultural
mechanics to assure the adequate preparation of teachers
for developing meaningful courses of study in agricul
tural mechanization.

3.

In-service programs in the form of workshops

and graduate study should be continued in the area of
agricultural mechanics to allow teachers to become compe
tent in teaching skills needed for m o d e m farming.

4.

Skills assigned Level 1 ratings by respondents

should constitute the basis for the development of courses
of study in agricultural mechanics for adults.

Based upon

this recommendation the following skills should become the
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foundation for courses in agricultural mechanics for
persons engaged in fanning.

Skills are grouped by mechani

cal areas for convenience and not as a recommendation for
the order in which they should be taught.

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance

Plan, equip, arrange and manage a farm shop.
Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use common
shop tools and equipment.
Install, safely use, service and maintain power tools
(found in Agricultural Mechanics shops).
Selecting lumber, hardware and other building
materials and calculate bills of material.
Construct and maintain farm buildings and equipment.
Construct and maintain adequate fences,
and temporary).

(permanent

Recognize dangers and hazards connected with the use of
tools and equipment and guard against them.
Ability to weld with the electric arc welder.
Ability to cut with an oxyacetylene torch.
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Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and
Related Field Machines
Preventive maintenance and service on farm tractors,
field equipment and stationary engines.
Overhaul internal combustion engines; make repairs and
replace parts, such as clutches, brakes, starters,
generators, ignition points, waterpumps, etc.
Prepare machinery and equipment for storage.
Adjust farm implements under field conditions for maxi
mum efficiency.
Keep records of maintenance and repair on machinery and
equipment.
Service machinery and equipment according to operators
manual.
Operate the farm tractor and equipment safely.

Soil and Water Management
Construct and maintain drainage system.

Agricultural Electricity
Understand electrical terminology and theory of circuits.
Select proper size and type of electrical wire.
Select the proper size and type of electric motors.
Evaluate wiring and rewiring for adequacy, convenience
and safety.
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Agricultural Structures and Environment
Determine the building requirements for a particular
farmstead.
Plan and construct farm buildings.
Estimate quantities, select suitable building materials,
and compute cost in farm building construction.
Install and maintain farm water systems.

Processing, Handling and Storage
of Farm Materials
Recognize dangers in use of the above machinery and
guard against unsafe practices.
5.

The following skills should be taught after those as

signed Level 1 ratings have been mastered.

The order in

which the mechanical areas appear is for convenience and
not a recommendation as to the order in which they should
be taught.

Agricultural Construction and
Maintenance
Select hand and power tools and shop equipment, consid
ering such factors as make, models, sizes and grades.
Select metal for farm jobs.
Pipe and tubing work; making plumbing repairs.
Painting, apply wood preservatives of all types, spray
painting.
Ability to weld with oxyacetylene gas.
Ability to solder.
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Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and
Related Field Machines
Operate, service, maintain, and repair small gasoline
engines.

Soil and Water Management
Maintain terraces and/or levees and contours.
Pollution control in runoff water.
Estimate cost of draining and or irrigation systems.
Construct and maintain farm ponds and waterways.

Agricultural Electricity
Service and maintain electric motors.
Ability to figure the cost of electricity.
Ability to plan and wire the farmstead.

Agricultural Structures and Environment
Remodel and rearrange existing buildings.
Evaluate construction methods and standard building
materials to meet the environmental requirements of
farm animals and poultry.
Install and maintain farm sewage disposal systems.
Install and maintain farm gas systems.
Ability to place concrete and do masonry jobs.
Ability to read simple blueprints.
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Processing, Handling and Storage of
Farm Materials
Understand the principles and application of labor saving
devices such as elevators, conveyors and associated
processing and storage equipment.
Install and operate processing and handling devices such
as elevators, conveyors, feed grinders, and automatic
feeding equipment.
Operate and maintain grain storing, drying and handling
equipment.
Evaluate storage facilities and materials handling equip
ment for a given farmstead.
6.

The following skills should be considered only after

activities in Levels 1 and 2 have been taught.

Agricultural Construction and Maintenance
Hot metal work, including bending, shaping, annealing,
heat treating and hardsurfacing (blacksmithing).
Cold metal work, including cutting, bending and
fastening.
Sheet metal work, including cutting, bending, and
fastening.
Tie the more important rope knots and hitches; make
splices and halters.

Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and
Related Field Machines
None
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Soil and Water Management
Set up and use the farm level and record field notes.
Measure distances, calculate areas, do topography sur
veying, and read and draw topographic maps.
Construct terraces and/or levees and contours.
Plan and install a sprinkler, drip or flood irrigation
system.
Develop a soil profile map.
Interpret land use maps.

Agricultural Electricity
None

Agricultural Structures and
Environment
Install and maintain manure disposal systems.

Processing, Handling and Storage of
Farm Materials
Operate, adjust, and maintain grinding machines such as
hammer mills, burr mills, feed mixers, etc.
Two exceptions to the Level 3 skills are noted.

If the

agricultural teacher is instructing livestock farmers the
skill "Tie the more important rope knots and hitches; make
splices and halters," would be more appropriately placed in
the Level 2 category.

Exception number two is for the skill

"Interpret land use maps,"

If the agricultural teacher is
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holding classes for dairy or diversified farmers this skill
would also be more appropriately placed in the Level 2
group.
Farmers have indicated that they will attend post
high school classes in agricultural mechanization if offered.
Evidence indicates that adult classes are not being offered
for farmers in Louisiana in a majority of the cases.

Many

reasons have been cited by agricultural teachers concerning
the absence of instruction at this level.

In view of this,

a study should be made relative to the problems faced by
vocational agricultural teachers in conducting adult educa
tion programs in Louisiana.
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
College of Agriculture
School of Vocational Education
November 5, 19 71

Your school community is among seventy-five selected
to participate in a survey of the importance of agricultural
mechanization skills and abilities as seen by selected
farmers in Louisiana.
This information will be developed
into a Doctoral Dissertation, "Agricultural Mechanization
Competencies Needed by Selected Louisiana Farmers with
Implications For Program Planning In Adult Education." The
purpose of this study is to provide information which may
be used as a guide in formulating adult education units in
the farm mechanization phase of vocational agriculture.
Enclosed are questionnaires with a return envelope,
which you are requested to distribute to four farmers, and
render assistance in explaining and completing.
Selection
should include four farmers with varying sized operations,
(small to large), and representative of local agriculture.
Farmers in this study are defined as individuals who receive
50% or more of their livelihood from their farming operation.
You are further requested to return the completed surveys
without the cover letter. Enclosed is a self-addressed,
stamped envelope for your convenience.
It is urgent to this
study that the completed surveys be returned by November 20.
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Page Two
Your cooperation in the delivery, explanation and re
turn of this material is sincerely appreciated. A summary
of results will be sent to you upon request.
Sincerely,

Richard C. Weber,
Graduate Assistant

C. M. Curtis, Professor
Vocational Agricultural
Education
RCW/CMC:mkm
Attachment
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
College of Agriculture
School of Vocational Education
November 5, 1971

Dear Sir:
You can help us. The Vocational Agricultural Education
Department at Louisiana State University is attempting a
research project that may serve as a guide to vocational
agriculture teachers in planning and conducting adult
programs in Agricultural Mechanics.
Teachers of vocational
agriculture were asked to select some of the most success
ful farmers in their school area to serve as participants
in this study.
You have been selected by your agriculture
teacher.
The accompanying questionnaire contains abilities and
skills that experts in the various fields of agriculture
believe to be essential among the many agricultural mechani
cal activities that must be performed by farmers. We are
asking that you give us the benefit of your experience and
rate the skills and activities listed as to their impor
tance to your farming operations. Your response will be
combined with those of 300 other leading farmers throughout
Louisiana.
Your frank opinion is requested. We do not ask for
your name, because all questionnaires will be anonymous
and confidential.
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Page Two
Thank you for your assistance and cooperation.
Sincerely,

C. M. Curtis, Professor
Vocational Agricultural
Education

Richard C. Weber,
Graduate Assistant
CMC/RCW:mkm
Attachment
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Agricultural Mechanization Competencies Needed By Selected
Louisiana Farmers With Implications for Program Planning
in Adult Education

Questionnaire
Note:

The information on this questionnaire is confidential
and will lose its individual identity when compiled.

Part I
1.

Age__________

2.

Number of years farming_____________

3.

Size of farming operation, owned and rented, in acres

4.

Encircle the number of years of formal education you
have completed.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

5.

More than 16

Please check the kind of farming in your operation.
a.

Crop

b.

Dairy____

c.

Poultry

d. Livestock (Beef, Sheep, or
Swine)__________
e.

Horticulture________

f. Diversified*________
♦Diversified indicates that your farming operation con
sists of two or more major enterprises.
6.

Do you have a farm shop?

7.

Major Farm Equipment Status.
in the blank to the right.
item, leave it blank.
Item
a.

Farm Trucks

b.

Tractors

c.

Combines

Yes______

No______

Indicate the number of items
If you do not have a certain

Number
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Item
d.

Cane Cutter

e . Cane Loader
f.

Cotton Picker

g.

Potato Digger

h.

Hay Baler

i.

Corn Picker

j . Forage Harvester
k.

Electric Welder

1.

Acetylene Rig

m.

Other (specify)

Number

Part II
The following is a list of abilities and skills
At the right of each statement are five degrees
of importance. Please check the level of impor
tance you feel that the ability or skill is to
your farming program.
Please check each statement.
Agricultural Construction and Maintenance (Farm
Shop)
1.

Plan, equip, arrange and manage a farm shop...

2.

Select hand and power tools and shop equip
ment, considering such factors as make,
models, sizes and grades....................

3.

Sharpen, repair, maintain, and safely use
common shop tools and equipment.............

4.

Install, safely use, service and maintain
power tools (found in Agricultural Mechan
ics shops)...................................

5.

Select metal for farm jobs ...................

6.

Hot metal work, including bending, shaping,
annealing, heat treating, and hardsurfacing
(blacksmithing)..............................

7.

Cold metal work, including cutting, bending
and fastening................................

8.

Sheet metal work, including cutting, bending,
and fastening................................

9.

Pipe and tubing work; making plumbing repairs.

10.

Selecting lumber, hardware and other building
materials and calculate bills of material...

11.

Construct and maintain farm buildings and
equipment...................... .............
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Painting, apply wood preservatives of all
types, spray painting......................

13.

Construct and maintain adequate fences,
(permanent and temporary)..................

14.

Tie the more important rope knots and hitches;
make splices and halters....................

15.

Recognize dangers and hazards connected with
the use of tools and equipment and guard
against them.................................

16.

Ability to weld with the electric arc welder..

17.

Ability to weld with oxyacetylene gas.........

18.

Ability to cut with an oxyacetylene torch....

19.

Ability to solder..............................

20.

Other (specify)

Agricultural Power Units, Tractors and Related
Field Machines
21.

Preventive maintenance and service on farm
tractors, field equipment and stationary
engines.....................................

Of No Importance
Of Little Importance
Important
Very Important
Extremely Important

12.
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Of No Importance
Of Little Importance
Important
Very Important
Extremely Important

22.

Overhaul internal combustion engines; make
repairs and replace parts, such as clutches,
brakes, starters, generators, ignition
points, waterpumps, etc .....................

23.

Operate, service, maintain, and repair small
gasoline engines............................

24.

Prepare machinery and equipment for storage...

25.

Adjust farm implements under field conditions
for maximum efficiency......................

26.

Keep records of maintenance and repair on
machinery and equipment.....................

27.

Service machinery and equipment according
to operators manual.........................

28.

Operate the farm tractor and equipment
safely.......................................

29.

Other (specify)

Soil and Water Management
30.

Set up and use the farm level and record
field notes....... ............ ............

31.

Measure distances, calculate areas, do topo
graphy surveying, and read and draw topo
graphic maps.................................
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Construct terraces and/or levees and
contours.....................................

33.

Maintain terraces and/or levees and
contours.....................................

34.

Plan and Install a sprinkler, drip or
flood irrigation system.....................

35.

Pollution control in runoff water.............

36.

Develop a soil profile map....................

37.

Interpret land use maps...................... .

38.

Construct and maintain drainage system.......

39.

Estimate cost of draining and/or irrigation
systems......................................

40.

Construct and maintain farm ponds and
waterways....................................

41.

Other (specify)

Agricultural Electricity
42.

Understand electrical terminology and theory
of circuits................................ .

43.

Service and maintain electric motors........

i0

Of No Importance
Of Little Importance

Very Important
Extremely Important

32.

H

n
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Of No Importance
Of Little Importance
Important
Very Important
Extremely Important

44.

Select proper size and type of electrical
wire.........................................

45.

Select the proper size and type of electric
motors.......................................

46.

Ability to figure the cost of electricity....

47.

Ability to plan and wire the farmstead.......

48.

Evaluate wiring and rewiring for adequacy,
convenience and safety......................

49.

Other (specify)

Agricultural Structures and Environment
50.

Determine the building requirements for a
particular farmstead........................

51.

Plan and construct farm buildings.............

52.

Estimate quantities, select suitable building
materials, and compute costs in farm build
ing construction.............................

53.

Remodel and rearrange existing buildings.....
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54.

Evaluate construction methods and standard
building materials to meet the environ
mental requirements of farm animals and
poultry....................................

55.

Install and maintain

56.

Install and maintain farm sewage disposal
systems....................................

57.

farm water systems....

Install and maintain manure disposal systems.

58.

Install and maintain

farm gas systems......

59.

Ability to place concrete and do masonry
jobs.......................................

60.

Ability to read simple blueprints...........

61.

Other (specify)

Processing, Handling and Storage of Farm
Materials
62.

Understand the principles and application of
labor saving devices such as elevators,
conveyors and associated processing and
storage equipment.........................
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Of No Importance
Of Little Importance
Important
Very Important
Extremely Important
Install and operate processing and handling
devices such as elevators, conveyors, feed
grinders, and automatic feeding equipment..

64.

Operate, adjust, and maintain grinding mach
ines such as hammer mills, burr mills,
feed mixers, e t c ............................

65.

Operate and maintain grain storing, drying
and handling equipment.....................

66.

Evaluate storage facilities and materials
handling equipment for a given farmstead...

67.

Recognize dangers in use of the above machin
ery and guard against unsafe practices....

68.

Other (specify)

Would you attend an Adult Farmer Class in
Agricultural Mechanics if it were offered in
your local high school in the evening? Yes
No
GENERAL COMMENTS:

I

63.
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October 26, 1971

You have been selected as one member of a panel to evalu
ate the enclosed Instrument. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.
The Instrument was designed to collect data from success
ful farmers In Louisiana for the purpose of analyzing:
(1)
the level of Importance of selected mechanical skills and
abilities needed by successful farmers In Louisiana, (2)
status of major equipment mechanization on the farm, (3) the
association of selected factors, (age, education, size of
farm, etc.), as they affect the level of Importance assigned
to mechanical skills and abilities, and then (4) make recom
mendations on what should be taught in the agriculture
mechanization phase of adult education in vocational agricul
ture based on the outcomes.
This study is being conducted under the supervision of
a committee chaired by Dr. C. M. Curtis as part of the require
ments of a doctorate degree.
Enclosed is a self addressed envelope for the return of
your comments and the questionnaire.
Thank you for your assistance and cooperation.
Sincerely,

Richard Weber, Graduate
Assistant

C, M. Curtis, Professor
Agricultural Education
RW:ada
enclosure
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
College of Agriculture
School of Vocational Education
November 30, 1971

This is a follow-up on the letter and questionnaires
mailed to you three weeks ago.
I shall be greatly appreciative of your cooperation in
helping to provide data for this study. Since the popu
lation involved in this study is relatively small, it is
urgent that I have complete returns.
I realize that this is your busiest time of the school
year; however, I hope that you will be able to have the
questionnaires completed, and I would be grateful to have
them returned by December 10.
Thank you for your assistance.
If you have returned
the questionnaires, please disregard this letter.
Sincerely,

Richard Weber

VITA

Richard Clarence Weber is the oldest of nine chil
dren of the Leslie Weber family, b o m in

Sulphur,

Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana on October 26, 1938.
He graduated from the Sulphur High School at Sul
phur, Louisiana in May, 1957.

He enrolled at the University

of Southwestern Louisiana in September, 1957 and graduated
with a B.S. in Agricultural Education in May of 1961.
In September, 1961, he was employed as a vocational
agricultural teacher at St. Francisville High School, St.
Francisville, Louisiana, for a period of one year, replac
ing a teacher on leave.

He then served one year as agri

culture teacher at Lee Road Consolidated School, St.
Tammany Parish, again replacing a teacher on leave.
In July, 1963 he was employed by the Lafourche
Parish School System, from which he is now on leave, to
serve as agriculture teacher at the Larose-Cutoff and South
Lafourche High Schools, respectively.
He entered graduate school at Louisiana State
University, part-time in June, 1965 to pursue a Master of
Science Degree in Vocational Agricultural Education, which
was completed in May, 1968.
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He took sabbatical leave from his position at South
Lafourche High School in September, 1970, to pursue work
toward the Ph.D. Degree in Agricultural Education at
Louisiana State University and completed course work for
this degree in December, 1971.

During the period of

September, 1970 to May, 1972, he also served as a graduate
assistant in Agricultural Education at Louisiana State
University.
Die author holds membership in various professional
and honorary organizations and is a member of the Roman
Catholic Church.
He married the former Brenda Marie Kerne of Louisa,
Louisiana in 1962 and they are the parents of one son,
Lance Dawain.
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